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25. General
Washington, D. C, April 25. With
.TesBe Nusbaum, tall and lean, and
Douglas, Ariz., April
only three days left for general de- Sylvanus Criswold Morley, short and!iedio Ojeda, the federal commander
ON WAY TO GOLDEN STATE
bate on the Underwood tariff bill in
to "be "cannibal-'defeateat Naco, and 250 refugee
the house, the prospect today was slender, have refused
'
oral soldiers left today for Juarez,
that the measure would pass the house
arms
and go to the Benate during the first
This is the good news received from
Sacramento, Calif., April 25. A par- on his arrival here late this afternoon.
Way of El Paso, Texas. Their
week in May.
to
over
who
Kean
were
turned
Santa
a
ucatan by
ammunition
hasicn(j
vote of 41 Progressive noes against Mr. Bryan talked to a group of reportty
Representative Hampton Moore for boen in correspondence with the
Mexican consul at Naco, Ariz., on 11 Democrat and 1 Taft Republican ers at the railway station before ha
the Republicans, and Representative
went to the University club to' await
orders from Washington
in the lower house defeated the
A Mitchell Palmer for the Democrats, plorers.
The Mexican troops have been held aye today
departure of his train for Califorac
in
and
the
debate
leaders
Nusbaum,
today.
Messrs. Morley
were
of nia at seven o'clock tonight.
by United States troops at N'aco since a resolution inviting the governors
are
a
introduced
little
daughter,
companied by her
Representative Moore
"I don't think the situation calls for
Oregon and
Washington,
the battle April 13. The eight troops Nevada,
r.cvelty for the first time in the his- said to be on the sea and will reach of the ninth cavalry stationed near Arizona to participate In the confer- any statements from me before I
tory of congress, so far as known, a .New York May . This means they- Naco will, be reduced to the normal ence with Secretary of State Bryan get there," said Mr. Bryan. "Whether
land ownership leg I will make any speeches in Califorspeech on the tariff was delivered by will be in oanta Fe perhaps in a fort- border patrel.
on the
the reading of questions from the night to receive the congratulations Douglas, Ariz., April 25. Constitu- - islation next week.
nia I don't know. It merely is to be
speaker's rostrum and the delivery of of their friends, who feared the two itional lead'rs at Agua Pneta, Sonora,
Progressives opposed the resolution a conference and that doesn't necess
Mr.
Moore
for
a
the
meal
made
explorers had
replies from the floor.
last night drafted a petition to Gover cn the ground that no outside, counsel sarily mean speech making."
speech was a tariff "primer, follow Cozumel Island Indians.
Chicago, April 25 Secretary of
nor
Pesquirra of Sonora, asking that was necessary.
u a fplony
ing the lines of Plato's "Republic" In Some time ago Abe Spiegelberg re
J. Bryan, passing
Sacrameto, Calif., April 25. The res- State William
bm bp
mMng
fcrm. He sent to the desk a set of'ceived a letter from Nusbaum telling for foreigners to close their mines or olution was not introduced in the sen- through Chicago today on his way
inquiries which the clerk propounded i0f the expedition to the island, which; n.tlla It- ivnu (ibcurtpri Hint 811P.ll flCtS ate and Senator Campbell, Democrat, to California, expressed pleasure on
' ' wcre
to him, and Mr. Moore, in his answers
mnaimeu oy nosuie umj
overt evidence of sympathy with stated that the plan had been aband- reading a dispatch from London comran the gamut of tariff legislation and a relish for human flesh. The Santa !the Hureta government. Such is the oned.
menting favorably on his peace proto
Feans statd that they intended
tariff dogma.
A resolution for the appointment of posal laid before the diplomatic corps.
turn of affairs in connection
latest
CALLS ON WILSON.
explore the island in order to study with the lisagreement between the a legislative committee
to welcome When Mr. Bryan saw the dispatch
Washington, D. C, April 25. Sena- the ruins of an old temple and that insurgent Btate officials and the Ca- - Secretary Uryan was defeated on the he dropped some parcels he was cartor Newlands today carried his pro- they had lakon the precaution to travel nanea Consolidated Copper company, Siound that he was to be the personal rying and, standing in the station,
test against certain features of the with General Luiz a veieian iiicaiun ,tne mlnPS ot wnlcn practically have guest of Governor Johnson
read it with apparent satisfaction.
tariff biH to the White House and warrior.
"It is a great pleasure that the idea
New York, April 25. The American
been shut down owing to labor trou
asked President Wilson for an opporhe
Evidently believing in tne snarpness
resultpd in mob violence Manufacturers Export association to- is being well received abroad,"
wn,ch
of the Cogumel Islanders' teeth, the
tunity to have senators from
American officials of the day, througii its directors, adopted a said.
the
against
states discus what he term- general took with him a machine gun company.
of
The secretary also read a dispatch
resolution endorsing the action
ed "the equitable relations of the tar- and ten soldiers.
ap.T.
a Cananea lawyer, President Wilson in Bending Secretary from Buenos Ayres, Argentine,
llafael
Castro,
iff to their state."
It is said that two Englishmen, who U
government's exio BonilIas, member of the state ot State Bryan to California to con- proving of this
,
...
.
Mr.
would
let
visited the island a few years ago, congress, and various constitutional-ib- t fer with the state authorities regard- pressed attitude toward
The president said he
Newlands know later when he would without taking this machine gun precountries. "That evidently rethe Japanese situation.
military leaders drew up the petisee the senators. Senator Newlands caution, were made into an Indian din- tion which further recited that the ing"American
business ,both ex- fers to the president's attitude toforeign
indicated that wool and sugar would ner.
of industries by foreign corpor- port and import," Bays the resolution. wards dollar diplomacy and toward
as Santa Feans feel great relief at the closing
be taken up at the conference,
ations should bo sufficient cause to "Is of such an extent and value that an interview given out on the subject
well as citrus fruits, lead, zinc, cat- news that Morley and Nusbaum are withdraw all guarantees of personal this association
depreciates greatly at Washington a few days ago," said
on the ocean, traveling to New York, or
tle and other products.
and result in the action of any individual
state Mr. Bryan.
protection
properly
Washington, D. C, April 25. Rep- with little prospects of making a meal confiscation of property and the im- which may jeopardize this established
HOW ABOUT GRAPE JUICE?
resentative Palmer declared the Un- even for the sharks.
London, April 25. "Tee total diof owners and managers. commerce.
prisonment
derwood bill, if enacted into law,
A copy of the petition also was sent
plomacy" as suggested by the innova
BRYAN IN CHICAGO.
"would remain in the statute books
tion at Washington in Secretary ot
for
of
to
Carranza
Coahuila,
25.
Governor
BrySecretary
April
Chicago,
for years to come as a happy solu- UNCLE SAM
his official sanction as military head an's train was late when it arrived State Bryan's wineless dinner (grape
tion of a long vexed question."
CANAL
OF
ot the revolution.
here shortly after 2 p. m. The secre- juice was served) to the foreign diplono"It must." he said, "have the united
The artion is taken not only as an tary, who if accompanied only by his mats, is receiving considerable
OLNEY
RICHARD
which
of
The
the
party
Daily
political
rtr
press.
the
tice
to
English
but
a
suport
hotel
attack on the Cananea company,
private secretary, went to
is responsible for it, and it must per
the Southern Pacific of Mexico, and rest before resuming his journey to News raises the question whether the
mit American industry to proceed to- - Washington. D. C, April 25. The banks of Hermosillo, the state capi- California
American secretary has a real "moral
early this evening.
wards the capture of a larger share United States, as owner of the Pana- - tal, properties which have closed down
to send round the teetotal punch
right
STATEMENT.
BRYAN'S
his enforced guests to
Ol the world's markets without. caus - lma canaI has tll0 ,.igllt to fix such since the establishment of the insur
condemn
and
"I
am
go25.
111.,
April
Chicago,
ing an embarrassment suiticient 10 terms as it pleases and the neutrality gfmt state government. State officials ing to California to listen and to ice water," and asks if this new form
bring distress to any large body of of the waterway applies to its users here say that the railway has agreed learn as well as to present the fed- of tyranny may not lead to Borne hordiour people."
only and not to the United States. This to operate their road south of Nogales,
views on the pro- rid consequences by upsetting the
He expressed confidence that both was the view expressed today by Rich-ai- Ariz., but refused to resume traffic on eral government's
and temper of some old fashsaid
gestion
land
legislation,"
alien
posed
of these results would follow, but conioned diplomat?"
Olney, former secretary of state, the branches running to Cananea.
Secretary of State William J. Bryan,
tinued:
whose speech was read before a meetHUERTA'S REQUEST.
If it should turn out that the Un ing of the American Society of
Washington, D. C, April 25. While
bank at the hearing before Hugo Min-iscderwood law shall be so weakly nour
Iiws. Mr. Olney did not at- President Wilson and the cabinet were JOE BAILEY'S NAME
special commissioner to take
ished in the confidence of the people, tend.
in session today, Senator Smith of
in the suit.
IN
UP
testimony
BOBS
NOW
that it fails to survive the great test "It is clear," Mr. Olney's speech con- Arizona sent a telegram to the cabinet
The terminal stock, said Attorney
ot our next popular election, our wast tinued, "that a nation or a state does room, which told of the request of the
SCANDAL
A BANK
Edwards ,was taken by the Tennesed effort will be a small burden for not convey away its property or
Huerta government to have 800 fedsee Construction company as securiinus to carry compared with the
except by terms that are clear eral soldiers who escaped to the Amer
Mo.,
April 25. The ty for the building of the terminals,
St. Louis,
conci eased iniquities that will be heaped and susceptible of no other meaning; ican side at Nogales, after the battle
Senator
Joseph W. and in 1904 was pledged by the
former
of
name
upon an unsuspecting people by the and that where the meaning can be or Naco, transported through Arizona
as security for a
into
struction
company
was
brought
of
Texas,
Bailey,
sudden return to the oppressive sys- taken to favor the United States, it to El Paso, Texas, that they might
s
in the suit of the Na- loan in the National Bank of Comthe
tem of taxation from which we hope
the clear right of the United States cross into federal territory at. Juarez, tionalproceedings
of St. Louis merce.
of
Commerce
Bank
to relieve them by this bill."
l
Senator Smith declared that he
In the suit, it is charged that ten
urge that, it be held; that the words
tj
worth of stocrk
recover
$1,500,000
to
He viewed with equanimity "the
nations' do not mean to include jsidered the giving of such permission in
Terminal Railway thousand shares of the stock were
the
.Nashville
invasion of the rights of the the United States. However, it is would be aiding the Huerta govern-no- t
from the bank by Pierce
company here today. A statement withdrawn
legislative branch of the government."
necessary to rely on this presunip- rient and that movements of troops was made that without the knowledge or his agents while the loan was still
by the executive in the framing of tion, as the United States is owner cf either side in the Mexican revolt
the stock was unpaid. The suit is to recover this
the bill and declared that this "co- and can fix such terms as it pleases." should not bo permitted through Am- of the bank directors,
ami sen. to stock or its equivalent $1,500,000.
bau'.i
taken out of the
operation gives promise of prompt
Washington, D. C, April 25. Louis erican territory.
Senator
Bailey.
The cabinet, however, decided to
completion of a well settled program Nixon of New York, agreed with Mr.
The statement continued that the
YOUNG
and foreshadows hearty support of Olney that the ownership of the Pa- follow the precedent established in
bank by J. RICH AND
out of
the bill by the great leaders of our nama canal gave to the United States the Taft administration of permitting slock was taken the the
of
ARMY
the
JOINS
C.
Van
president
Blarcom,
party in public and private life.
right to make such suew as it. saw the troops to travel through American
"Business now may take notice fit and such rules excluded this coun- territory, unarmed, and as civilians. tank.
The bank sought to show, said the
ASK COLQUITT, TOO.
that, as to such enterprises as can not try from the provisions of existing
of Attorney Edwards, that
statement
new
reason
meet the
conditions, by
treaties regarding "all nations."
Austin, Texas, April 23. Govemo
New Y'ork, April 25. The New York
to
had been formed
of neglect, refusal or inability to em
"There is no word or phrase," said Colquitt today was asked to prevent, a syndicate
tne
police
department today began a sysfinnnne
Tennesse
General,
the
ploy that efficiency and economy Mr. Nixon, "that even by implication if possible, the movement of Mexican
Borden,
for
Romana
search
and
the
which will permit industry to stand denies our right to give free tolls to troops from Nogales to Juarez, through Nashville & Clarksville
daughter of Gail Bor- the Bryan ;the
upon its own feet, with less support our vessels in any trade."
the state of Texas. The request came villa & Knoxville railroads,
River jden, millionaire nmi aeaier. nr.
from the government the people re
"I am satisfied that this is under- ii: a telegram from Nogales signen lUll colliery, the Cumberland
nimseii asneu
"u"c
Tennessee
the
and
Coal
accomto
to
taxed
companv
be longer
fuse
stood and that the present movement ".lack Noonan."
case and held a long conference
the
tip
the
of
one
that
plish the survival of the unfit."
Noonan alleges that the movement struction company;
is that violent protests against remishad pledged lth hem shortly after m dnight
Mr. Palmer declared that the Un sion of tolls of vessels in the coasting is in strict violation of the
partners in
neutrality
Various but vague are the clue, to
derwood bill would not cause any de- trade may make us content to rest our laws of the government.
He states certain stock to ,the, bank, and then. the
Re- young woman s whereabouts.
tai.Pii
v,n.,i,
crease In the aggregate production of case there and not regulate commerce there are between 200 and 300 federal
to
to
returned
have
Ported
industry in the country nor impair the in the constitutional and more bene- soldiers who have surrendered to the tlTstnT m. and deli vered it to an- the Newyesterdaysanitarium, where she
Jersey
labor."
of
earnings
ficial way to the nation by freeing our United Stales troops and state rang- ether partner.
J disappeared Thursday afternoon, it
I have no fear," he said, "that the
ms "
,.
ine uanK now in
,
t0tom0nt nT her
vessels from tolls in the foreign ers on various occasions after having
,i,f
unAmerican wage earner will suffer
the securities from Mr. Pierce.
been apprehended on American soil.
one of expediency on the
trade."
return
was
u
less the American manufacturer shall
Henry i iary r.e.ce eu1JKu
sanitarium authorities and
feel that widespread distress on the
become iuvo ved to the extent of)!. t s
OLD FRIGATE AFIRE.
understood that neitner Mr. uor- DAY
IN
too
not
of
a
is
CONGRESS.
labor
high
price
part
misplaced den nor the family physician nor Mr.
nearly $7,000,000 through
to pay to compel a return to the old
confidence in the late J. C. Van Blar- Parden's
New York. April 25. The 95 year
lawyers have the slightest
and
deliberately old
protective system,
com, former president of the bank. idea where she is.
SENATE.
"Granite
the
State,"
frigate
in
to
order
close his mills
frighten
Not in session, meets Monday.
Bailey, the statement continued,
wooden vessel ever built for
the people of the country into a repu- largest
Territories committees began hear- placed the stock in the Standard Trust MUSICIANS SELECT THE
seemwhich
United
States
the
navy,
diation of this new policy."
company of New xorK, wnere n re
ed doomed by fire breaking out aboard ings on Alaska railway development.
CITY OF ANGELS.
Then it was
mained three years.
Washington, D. C, April 25. SenaHOUSE.
was
saved
Hudson
in
the
river
her
25. Los Ange111.,
Constructor Lane of Oregon today told his
Tennessee
April
Chicago,
the
out
by
Met at 11 a. m. and resumed general drawn
from destruction early today but not
and turned over to les, California, was selected today as
colleagues he had not informed the
tion
company
on
tariff
debate
bill.
done
been
Representatives
the meeting place of the 1915 convenDemocrats of the finance committee until serious damage had
Henry Clay Pierce of St. Louis.
Moore and Gordon speaking.
he would refuse to bo bound by tha throughout the forepart of the frigate. Palmer,
The statement was made by George tion of the National Federation of
caucus if free wool were in the UnLockett Edwards,
attorney for the Musical clubs.
derwood bill. Senator Lane told inquirers that he had not indicated what
his position would be.
"

HE LET LAW TAKE

ITS COURSE

(By Special Correspondent of "The New Mexican.")
Socorro, N. M., April 25. "May my death on the gallows be a warning to
all young men in New Mexico."
With these words on his lips, Ivory Frazer, alias Gates went to death
by the rope, his body dangling next to that of Francisco Granado, who also
laid the extreme penalty for murder, leaving no message behind him.
All through the night and up to the first rays of dawn, the last they
M'ere ever to see, the two men showed the same iron nerve and fiery courage which had characterized their lives. They died as they had lived,
Winfacing the gallows with the same calm gaze that was used behind a
chester or pistol aimed at their fellow men.
Death was instantaneous, both men's necks breaking in the six foot,
drop. The officers of the law had done their duty and had (lone it in a
humanely, efficient manner.
The hanging took place in the county jail in the presence of eighteen
persons, many of them officers of the law. The trap was sprung by Sheriff
Emil James, of Socorro county. Both men went to death the same instant.
The bodies were cut down after thirteen minutes and Dr. Duncan and
Dr. Parvls, of Socorro, pronounced them dead.
who
Then the bodies were given in charge of Undertaker Eorrowdale
and
will prepare them for interment. Grar.ado will be buried in Socorro
Frazer's in San Antonio, Texas, where his sister, Mrs. Meadows, resides.
TRIP FROM SANTA FE.
The prisoners were taken from the New Mexico pen by Sheriff James
and his deputies shortly after 3 p. m., and were placed in a car which was
raade "private" by pulling down the blinds and Jocking the doors. A
strong guard included Captain Fred Fornoff, of the New Mexico mounted
No
police, accompanied the men. The journey to Socorro 'was uneventful.
one in the car Blept. Granado was taciturn though once he spoke, giving
the address of certain relatives who were to be informed of his death.
Frazer was more talkative, though he did not say a great deal. On the
way to Socorro he looked at the officers of the law and said:
"You all will be sorry for this." It was presumed that he meant he did
rot feel guilty of murder in the first degree.
Near Frazer sat the Rev. J. M. Shirner, pastor of St. John's Methodist
Episcopal church, who traveled as his spiritual adviser. The Rev. Mr.
Shimer was with the doomed man ,tp the last, exhorting him on the scaffold. Father Stoffen and Father Dessier were with Granado as his spiritual
r.dvisers.
The arrival of the car in Socorro did not arouse great curiosity for the
rublic believed that the hanging would take place about noon. The sheriff
and his asvacrts arranged it elevei.y so that it was all over before many
were stirring iii Socorro's streets.
-

stolen from the sheriff at Deming
(By Associated Press.)
aid of the
Socorro, N. M., April 25. "Ivory" or vihen he broke jail with the
to New
was
returned
Greers.
Frazer
Granado
Francisco
and
Frazier
Iivin
of
convicted
at
tried
Socorro,
in
Mexico,
were hanged at 4:52 this morning
murder and sentenced to be hanged.
the Socorro county jail.
afJust at sunrise the men were led On appeal, the state supreme court
from the court house, where they had firmed the finding and ordered the
under heavy
guard hanging to proceed.
been confined
Francisco Granado shot and killed
since 3 o'clock this morning, across a
S. Clark,
manager of the
gallery to the jail, where a scaffold had William
company store
been erected. As they stood on the Mogollon Mercantile
trans. Fraser asked for officers to (at Mogollon, February 19 1912, in an
hold-uof the store, He
roake the execution as nearly painless e tempted
as possible.
Unusual precautions were taken to'
prevent any attempt to rescue the
men, and the time of the execution
was kept secret. These precautions
were due to the fact that the officers
lad discovered that Frazer, while
confined at the penitentiary at Santa
Fe awaiting execution, sent a letter
to friends, urging them to hold up the
train at La Joya, a small town eighty
miles south of Albuquerque, and take
him from the officers as they were
bringing him here for execution.
Fearing that the friends of the condemned man might try to carry out
this request, the officers brought the
two prisoners here in a special car
under a guard of 18 officers, all hea vily
armed.
The train which Is scheduled to stop
a La Joya, dashed through the village at full speed, while officers stood
cd the platform with rifles in their
FRANCISCO GRANADO.
bands.
THEIR CRIMES.
Socorro, N. M., April 25. Ivory escaped with his pal, who was shot in
Frazer was tried and convicted for a subsequent fight with a posse.
the murder of Deputy Sheriff Thomas Granado was severely wounded and
Hall and Al Smithers, of Luna county. later surrendered. He was found
guilty of first degree murder and ap
pealed to the supreme court, that tri.
bunal refusing to interfere with the
ordered execution.
Summarily appeals were made in
each case to Governor W. C. McDonald for a commutation from a death
sentence to one of life imprisonment,
hut the governor declined to interfere.
GOVERNOR'S STATEMENT.
Governor McDonald, who returned
last evening was seen by a representative of the New Mexican this morning. In speaking of the two men who
were hung today at Socorro, the governor said that he had not given out
anything regarding the hanging for
various reasons, chief among which
was, that he desired to avoid the possible creation of any false or morbid
sentimentality regarding the affair.
O
In all the pleas for clemency there
has not been anything to Bhow that
the evidence in court against the
IVORY FRAZER, ALIAS "GATES." men has been in any way controverted. He takes the position that a chief
tn a fight November 7, 1811, between executive should not be a final court
tbe officers and Frazer, John Greer and of judgment.
The people of this state are in favor
Reynold Greer, whom the officers were
John Greer, one of he fu- of capital punishment for murder in
pursuing.
gitives, also was killed, Frazer and the first degree. The men in these
Reynold Greer escaping. A few weeks cases had been found guilty of murlater Frazer was captured at El Paso. der In the first degree and there were.
(Continued on page eight).
Texas, his ldentiy being discovered
when he attempted to pawn a revolver
p
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SANTA FE TRAIN NO 8 IS
DERAILED AT FRENCH, N. M. PRIESTS FORBIDDEN TO RIDE
IN oflUTOMOBILES, SAYSEDI6T

IS NAMED
RECEIVER OF LEAOVILLE.
Trinidad, Colo., April 25. Santa Fe
Washington, D. C, April 25. Mrs.
Annie G. Rogers, wife of a business passenger train No. 8, northbound, runman in Leadville, Colorado, today was ning at 45 miles an hour, was derailed
designated by Secretary Lane of the ai French, N. M., this morning. The
interior department for appointment accident was caused by a broken rail.
as receiver of the land office at Lead- The engine remained on the track,
ville, at a salary of $3,000 a year. Mrs. but six coaches left the rails. The pasRogers is a widely known suffragist sengers were badly shaken, many be"I am particularly glad to name ing thrown from their berths, but the
Mrs. Rogers," said Secretary Lane, officials declare there were no fatali"because it is an established fact in ties.
The main line is blocked indefinitely
the United States that money can be
handled most safely by women than a i a result of the wreck.
Trinidad, Colo., April 25. Later ad- by men."
WOMAN

'

vices from French state that the two
rear coaches, a tourist sleeper and
a day coach, filled with Mexican laborers, turned ever on their sides. Aside
from slight bruises, no passengers
were hurt.
The train had just passed through
a narrow cut and had the wreck occurred at this point the derailed carB
would have been torn to bits by the
high embankments on either side.
Passengers in the two rear coaches
were placed in the other cars and the
tiain proceeded at 10:45 a. m.

Berlin, April 25. Roman Catholic
clergymen are forbidden to either own!
or ride in automobiles, according to
an edict published today in the Rhen- of Treves,
ten Prussian Bishophric
head of the diocense declares that
inconsistent
the use of automobiles
with the humility which should adorn
the clergy and furthermore, automo-biline has been the frequent cause of
of
embarrassment
financial
the
priests.
1

j

The Romans tell a rather good story
about the "humility which should
adorn the clergy." It is related that
a pope was riding in great state In his
beautiful carriage when he encounter-Th- e
ed a Franciscan monk riding a horse,
The pope is said to have asked him4
half jokingly and half in rebuke:
"Did the seraphic doctor go horseback
riding?" And the monk is said to have
"Did Peter ride in car- -

riages?"

.
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Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.
Get Our

MANV1LLE DUSTBANE

TRY OUR COOKING OIL.

on my feet long, I would faint.
I took Cardui, and it helped me Immediately. Now, I can do my work all
the time, and don't suffer like I did."
Take Cardui when you feel ill in any
ray weak, tired, miserable, or under
the weather. Cardui is a strength-buildintonic medicine for women.
It has been found to relieve pain and
distress caused by womanly troubles,
and is an excellent medicine to have on
hand at all times.
Cardui acts on tho womanly constitution, building up womanly strength,
toning up the nerves, and regulating
the womanly organs.
Its half century of success Is due to
merit It has done good to thousands.
Will you try it? It may be just what
you need. Ask your druggist about
Cardui. He will recommend it.

WINTER GROCERY GO.
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Wood

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

O

J.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

NEW MEXICO.
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Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

POWER

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo.
FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS

!

J

I

FRECKLES

h

oal

AA

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM

e

THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.

ALL SIZES.

"FixitShop

in ii

J.F. RHOADS
GALISTEO ST.
::

RITES

EL PASO, TEXAS.
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For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc, call on
Win. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, 239
San Francisco Street, or 'at Union Depot.
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DAVIS HARDWARE

Spring is Here

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

X

-

SE
Washington, D. C, April 23. At the
close of a two days' meeting of the
WHETHER. YOU
executive committee of the Progrestv
j
FOR IT OR NOT.
sive national committee, which was
New
held at the Hotel Manhattan,
BUSTER BROWN IS COMING TO TOWN TO WORK
FOR OUR
York City, April 10th and 17th, the
STORE. EVERY WEEK FOR A WHOLE YEAR HE WILL COME INTO
committee issued a statement outline
YOUR HOME AND TELL YOU ABOUT OUR
HARDWARE
AND OUR
ing the party's plans for future activiMETHODS. WE HAVE ALWAYS GOT A BIG, CLEAN STOCK OF HIGH
the party atforth
again
ties;
setting
N. B. Write to: Ladles' Advisory DM.,On
CLASS HARDWARE AND OUR PRICES WILL ALWAYS
SAVE YOU
and calling atBooea Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.,for ipectnl titude upon the tariff,
MONEY. WE HAVE BUT ONE METHOD TO GIVE YOU A SQUARE
book. "Home TreaUMOt tention to the fact that in preparing
Instruction), and
bf Woman," tent la plain wrapper, on request.
DEAL.
the tariff bill now pending in congress,
tlie Democrats have employed preciseWOOD -ly the method employed by the RepubCONGRESSMAN (S
licans in framing up the
Phone 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
and other Republican tariff measures.
GOING TO SHOW UP
The statement says:
TARIFF INIQUITIES "The Progressive party was formed
to put into effect certain principles
f
Washington, D. C, April 25. Eng clearly set forth in the platform adopt-- as pure air is inhaled
naturally into
lish and Scotch mail order houses, un il at the Progressive national conven your lungs.
You can jret S. S. S. at any drug
der the Democratic free trade bill, by tion in Chicago last year. The settled
store !U 11.00 a bottle. It Is a standard
ute of parcel post, will cripple Ameri- purpose of the Progressives every reme
ly. recog-nizeeverywhere as the
can manufacturers and injure Ameri- where in maintaining and developing
grrcjitt::it blood antidote ever discovcan retail merchants, according to da-- t their political organization is the ac- ered. If yours Is a peculiar case and
of legislation, national you desire expert advice, write to The
i collected by Representative Francis complishment
Co., 137 Swift Bldg.,
O. Linquist of Michigan.
and state, which will put these plat- Swift Specific
Atlanta, Ga.
To settle this question, Mr. Lind- form principles into effective operaN THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
quist has asked a friend of his In tion. The first objective, therefore, is encos have been held to perfect state
in
London to ship him a suit of clothes straightout political organization
at
St.
such
as
that
Paul,
organizations,
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoby parcel post.
every congressional district and coun-(- Minnesota, attended by over one thou-- '
Under the internationl postal agreertant part.
for the nomination of a Progressive sand delegates from Michigan,
The grandfather would
ment there is a flat rate of 10 cents candidate in each of the 435 congres
the two
Minnesota
and
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoa pound on packages shipped from any sional districts next year and for the
in
the state-widmeeting
in
to
in
the nomination of governors and legisla
point
any point
England
and why all this light? To
ern
the state-widmeeting in KanUnited States. Mr. Lindquist says tive candidates in each legislative dis- Iow:i;
Ok- conference
sas
; the two
in
days
more homelike to make
home
make
the
that a suit of clothes when packed for trict of the country this year and next
lahoma; the state conference in New!
shipment by parcel post, weighs from year.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Mexico; the state meeting in Washto 6 pounds. He does not believe
is neither prospect nor pos- ington; the state meeting in Oregon;
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that the cost of sending a suit of "There
or com- the state convention in Maryland
clothes by parcel post will be more sibility of any amalgamation
with
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
where a formal constitution providing
than 50 cents. Then there is added bination of the Progressives
to this by the Underwood bill only either of the Old Tory parties. The a form of government for the party
desired.
con35 per cent of the value of (hp suit Republican party, under permanently was adopted; the great
no
in
wonderthe
presents
ference
in England. Despite the vigilance 0f reactionary leadership,
Pennsylvania;
the custom house authorities the value hope of genuine Progressive achieve ful Massachusetts meeting in Boston
There can be no Progressive at which more than $100,000 was
probably will be fixed lower than its ment.
Democracy because the Democratic pledged for the state campaign ; the
actual value.
state-widmeeting in Maine; the
Under the free trade bill, with the theory of states' rights and progressive
legislation are incompatible one state-widmeeting in Tennessee; the
aid of parcel post, the mail order
houses of London and Edinburuzh with the other. There must be no pol- New York state meeting in Albany;
will be doing business directly with icy which will prevent our using every and numerous district, county and city
of the nation or meetings in many states. The ProAmerican consumers.
Just how this governmental power
can be done Mr. Lindquit proposes the several states whenever that pow- gressives have been active and alert
tc work out. by actual test. He pro- er is appropriate to serve the cause of all over the country and are enthuIS QUITE SO CONVEN-w- .
siastically pushing the organization
poses to trace a number of articles the people.
Demo
which
the
method
"The
by
IENT as to touch the button and
the factory through the English
everywhere."
mail houses to the American consum- cratic party at this moment is handling
stove is ready to cook your
your
ORDERS SUSTAINED.
er, who will be himself.
He will en- the tariff is precisely the method that
25.
D.
Iron
The
deavor to obtain accurate data upon has given rise to abuses in the past,
April
Washington,
ready to use, your toasted
the wages of the employes in the mill the method that insures preference to commerce court today sustained the
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuar.d the various concerns through special influences and prevents a gen- orders of the interstate commerce
effort to reduce ex- commission in the Shreveport-Texa- s
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
which the article imported passes. In uine
the opinion of Mr. Lindquist, it will cessive duties. A permanent
rate cases. It was because of the
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatfurnish some very startling and intertariff commission with ample bearing of these cases on the "state
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
esting information on the operations power to find out and report upon the rate cases" now pending in the subeor tne underwood bill.
to
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
lay
preme court that Attorney General
facts, whose duty it shall be
fore congress the information without McReynolds was permitted last Monday and night' Estimates and full inforwhich congress cannot act intelligent- day to intervene on behalf of the govmation cheeerfully given.
ly offers the only way of remedying ernment in the state rate cases.
our
into
the abuses that have grown
VETERAN IS DEAD.
From 20 to 45 degrees was the range tariff policy.
"The Progressive party believes in
Grand Junctipn, Colo., April 25.
in temperature
yesterday and the a protective tariff which shall equalize John Wesley Stevens, said to have
average relative humidity was 57 per conditions
of competition between the been the youngest surviving veteran
cent. The lowest temperature last
was found dead in
States
and foreign countries, of the civil
United
night was 28 degrees and the precipi- both for the farmer and the manufac- his bed last war,
night. He was 63 years
tation yesterday showed 0.01 of an
which shall maintain for old. Mr. Stevens enlisted as a bugler
inch of snow. At G a. m. today the turer and
labor an adequate standing of living. in the Seventeenth Ohio infantry.
mercury stood at 32 just freezing
Already we see under the Democrats
and at 8 a. m. at 28.
secret preparation of scheduPHONE 85 MAIN.
In other cities the temperature at the same
ler that obtained under the Republithat hour was as follows:
Albill.
cans in the
Amarillo, 32; Bismark, 30; Boise,
ready we see the same revolt among
44; Cheyenne, 28; Dodge City, 34; certain members of the house and sen
FACTORY WOOD
Durango, 28; Flagstaff, 28: Grand ate against schedules and the neces
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of These
Junction. 40: Helena. 34! Kansn ritv sarily-veileWOOD
SAWED
patronthat
implication
Ugly Spots.
44; Lander,
32; Los
Angeles, 52; age will be given or withheld accordWOOD
COAL
CORD
need
There's
no
longer the slightest
Modena, 32; Phoenix, 50; Portland, ingly as it is necessary to bring those
ashamed of your freckles,
ANTHRACITE COAL,
48; Pueblo, 30; Rapid City, 34; Rose-burg- , men back into line. The organization of feeling
as the prescription othine double
44; Roswell, 32; Salt Lake, 42; cf the house committees has been de
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot.
sirenglh is guaranteed to remove
San Francisco, 52; Spokane, 48;
layed for the purpose of influencing these homely spots.
Tonopah, 40; Minnemucca, 30.
men to vote as the leaders demand,
Simply get an ounce of othine
FORECAST.
under the fear of not obtaining recog double strength from any first class
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair nition on important committees.
99
!
druggist and apply a little of it night
r.id warmer tonight and Saturday.
"The Progressive party has added and morning and you should soon see
re
the
in
For New Mexico: Tonight and Sat- reason for encouragement
that even the worst freckles have
sults of recent elections. The latest bogun to disappear, while the lighter
urday fair, with rising temperature.
For Repairing of All Kinds
test was that in the 13th congressional ones have vanished entirely. It is selCONDITIONS.
15.
on
of
Massachusetts
In Metal and Wood
The barometer is moderately
April
district
dom that more than an ounce is needRethe Re- ed to
this morning over the states westhigh
and
the
clear
skin
of This district was carried by
completely
?GUNS, BICYCLE,
?
the Missouri river, with clear, cool publicans in November with a vote of gain a beautiful clear complexion.
over 15,000. At that election, the
weather. Temperatures are
Be sure to ask for the
double
We make Mission Furniture,
generally
LOCK, KEY and
higher although frost occurred over Democratic vote was approximately strength othine as this is sold under
Steplad-der- s,
Counters,
Shelving,
vote
nearly" guarantee of money back if it fails
nuch of New Mexico, southern Colo- 13,000 and the Progressive
SPECIALTIES
UPHOLSTERING
and do all kinds
At this special election which to remove freckles.
rado, Wyoming, Nebraska and Kansas. C0OO.
of repairing.
was carried by the Democrats, the ReVery little precipitation is
the
ai.d conditions favor fair andreported,
128 Galisteo St. Phone 109 J
warmer publicans lost over 7000 votes,
v eather in this section
000 of their Novemtonight and Democrats about
ber vote and the Progressives only
Saturday.
NOVELTY WORKS.
175.
Just Try a New Mexican Want AH
X04
"Returns from the recent state-wid$100 Reward, $100.
ant auick returns.
N. M. If you
SASTA
W.
157
FE,
Telephone
The readers of this paper will be election in Michigan are still coming
are
to
that
pleased
in. The present indications
learn that there is" at
one dreaded disease that science least the Republicans polled about 105,000
hab
been able to cure in all Its
stages, and votes, the Democrats about 1U0.00O
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure U and the Progressives about 90,000.
the only positive cure now known to This result is more than satisfactory
SPRING REUNION.
the medical fraternity. Catarrh bulm. from a Progressive viewpoint. The
,KEW MEXICAN PRINTING 00.
a constitutional disease,
n Progressives now have a militant or.Local Agents for
requires
constitutional
treatment.
wii' ganization there and permanent headCatarrh Cure is taken internally,
have
191
been
J.
opened.
quarters
April
elections
directly upon the blood and m...
"In numerous . minor
aunaces or tne system, there- throughout the country, the Progres
by destroying the foundation of the sives have made a remarkably good
disease,
and giving thn
Round Trip Rate
showing. Since November, there have
OP
and Desk combined.
HjgSflj
strength by building up the constitu- been four legislative
all
M.
tion and assisting nature in
FROM SANTA FE, N.
A Desk Unh with few et
Its with results strikingly favorable to
work The proprietros have doing
m
Book Units at desired.
11
'"jv
so muci) the Progressives. In two of them, the
tmny
to
Dates of Sale, April 19th
faith in its curative powers that
The only perfect combination
II
was elected and
candidate
j
Progressive
they
offer One Hundred Dollars
22nd, inclusive.
the
other
two
for
in
Progressives
the
case that It fails to cum.
iJ. either held their November vote or
Return Limit,April27tii,l913.
of testimonials.
on it while both the old parties
itoadvantagei and poE
gained
Address F. J. chrntrv a. n
-THE WAY
hltttfea, Ci&witeofffioai'.
ALL
vote.
FE
SANTA
November
from
their
lest
io"
,r
"
ledo. Ohio.
of the
the
"Since
meeting
January
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
executive committee at which organis
d
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Payne-Aldric-

SHORTEST LINE TO

I

S. ii.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
yt. A. F1NLAY.

1

ENCOURAGEMENT

by S.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,

1 1 1 1 1

GIVE

t rucked

It sounds queer to take a blood bnth
but tl i is precisely the effect of u
most remarkable remedy known as
S. S.
It has the peculinr action of
soaking through the Intestines directly
tl.
into j blood. In five minutes Its Influence M at work in every artery,
vein and tiny capillary. Every membrane, i:ory organ of the body, every
emuncto:y becomes in effect a filter to
strain tlie blood of impurities. The
stimulating properties of S. S. S. compel tho skin, liver, bowels, kidneys.
bladder to all work to the one end of
every
casting out every irritating-atom of poison; it dislodges by irrigation all accumulations
in the joints, causes acid accretions to
dissolve, renders them neutral and
scatters those peculiar formations in
the nerve centers that cause such
mystll'ylng and often battling rheu
matic pains.
And best of all, this remarkable
remedy is welcome to the weakest
stomach. If you have drugged yourself until your stomach is nearly paralyzed, you will be astonished to find
that S. S. S. gives no sensation but
groes right to work.
This is because
it is a pure vegetable Infusion, is
taken naturally into your blood just

THE WEATHER

Located In the beautiful Peeoi
Valley, 3,700 feet above Jea level,
unstalne every day. Opeo air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL-su- ch
as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

I r

is

RECENT ELECTIONS

C

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

.

The Ilnnlext Nut of All, Rhpumntiflm,

e

'The West Point of the Southwest.

L3

STATES.

e

INSTITUTE

For particulars

YOUA2T GOING To
SEE WHAT IS IN THIS
.SPACE

two-da-

Q. P. & P. AQENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

Regents

RESOLVED

IN

2

For Rate and Full Information" Address

ROSWELL,

VARIOUS

PERFECTED

e

East
or
West

NEW MEXICO MILITARY

BEING

me

jAllIA iC

EUGENE FOX,

EVERY

FROM

e

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

Best
Route

ING

Wis-cen-i-

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, AriPacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

The

AND THE OUTLOOK IS ENCOURAG-

y

PDfiM CANT A FE

riVUiU

THEY ARE IN NO SENSE DISCOURAGED

Payne-Aldric-

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

Rhnatisn?

Remarkable Effect of a Remedy That
Actually Irrigates the Entire
Blood Supply.

THE FIGHT

Fendcrsrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long,
of this place, In a recent letter, says:
"For Ave or Bis. rears, 1 suffered agonies with womanly troubles.
Often, I couldn't Bit up more than a
few minutes at a time, and it I stood

OR SWEEPING POWDER.

FOR

ENLISTED

Unable to Stand
Mrs. Delia Lon
Cn Her Feet More Than a Few
Minutes at a Time.

Prices On Flour and Potatoes,
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Rays, when he reached Peru, and he
marvels at Hazlett seeing in the ragged clothes and long whiskers the Immaculate judge, who once tried cases
in Colorado Springs.
Tanquary lias commenced an investigation, but doubts if ho can learn
who his abductors were, tie is interested in irrigation projects here.

r Hacked.
According to Tanquary's story, he
must have been carried all the way
from thiB vicinity to Guayinas, Mexico, a distance of 1000 miles, and there
placed on board a ship. The judge re,
Fort Stockton, Texan, April 25.
calls nothing regarding such a
Given up as murdered and buried in
and says he does not even recall
a hidden grave, Judge N. Q. Tanquary, whether he was struck, although he
former Denver
capitalist, reached suffered severe pains in his head when
came to himself in the Gulf of Cali'
here today from Peru, to which counl
try he was shanghaied. Judge
tells a most remarkable experHe says that a man wnu accosted
ience.
him near Alpine was a Mexican. The
March 4 his auto, bloody coal and crew of his ship were all Mexicans
hat were found near Alpine. Days of and told him they were led to believe
search for his body were futile. It lie had plenty of money to pay for his
was believed he was robbed, killed passage to Peru. Investigation showand his body buried, the bandits con- ed he had not a cent left, and then!
was not way to communicate ashore
cealing all traces.
Ts.nittMry says Vie was stopped near unless the boat landed, which the
do.
Alpine fcy a stranger; that he got out crew was unwilling to
of the auto IttJnvestigate, and that he
Arriving at Callao, Tanquary met J.
knew no more until he woke up in the V. Hazlett, whom he knew in Colorado
Culf of California, on fcaard a Mexican Springs several years ago. Tanquary
ship bound for Callao, Petti; He had did not recognize Hazlett, but the
money and the crew could not, or Iter, fortunately for the judge, recog- wdufrf cot, explain how he get aboard. nized him and immediately put him in
Arriving at Peru, he met some Ameri- good financial shape when he learned
cans who helped him come back to the of the circumstances.
state. He had $300 with him when
Tanquary looked like a tramp, he

REMARKABLE STORY
SHANGHIED AFTER
BEING ROBBED

jour-new-

Tan-(Hiar-

NEVER WAS KISSED
AND NEUER WILL BE

foi-li.-

25
This
Pa., April
Pottsville,
town is agog over (he presence of a
03
woman of 30 years who never
been kissed.
Not only not kiBsed by a man but
not by a woman either, anil the tov.us
people who have had the pleasure of
her society were simply astounded
when Miss Eleanor Stager, of Cinin
cinnati, who is visiting friend
this city, refused to be a party I) the
kissing habit.
At a recent social function :it the
home of her relatives Miss Stager refused point blank to be kissed. She
confessed to her age and the.i declared that osculation was a habit

lat-Vi- o

and a practice which she despi.sed so
much that she had never had the te
merity to adopt it.
Miss Stager said she was opposed
to women kissing each other because
they never meant affection for the
other when they kissed. They are
always hypocritical and when a woman kisses, Miss Stager says, It is
with the thought "You wretch, I'll
get even with you for this" on their

Must Ruralize the Care of on Manhattan Island, just as Letch-wortwill remake old bleak London.
Race is to be
Forest Hills was started three years
iifio by the Ilusseil Sage foundation to
!nl'ow what could be done In the way
It will urbanize the country. Thin, of
( By Frederick C. Howe.)
providing an ideal living place for
Xew in turn, w ill ruralize the city,
of
Director
Institute,
middle class people. It is located on
People's
i
in n ls.
m
idea
is
The
developing ill e Pennsylvania
gard
city
York City.
railroad some ten
She added that she is not a man- it or twelve miles from New York.
two ways to ninxe over jin England with great rapidity,
are
There
was
tlie
but
habit
that
unclean,
tiater,
The building of this city was started
our cities so as to nmkp them, not as has not yet solved the city problem
nor lias it stamped out the slum.
against her scruples and that she
after a comprehensive plan had
than
more
little
are
scrap
only
today,
they
would never kiss any one while she
limbeen worked out by experts, and this
to slave in, but
marvelous
heaps
was alive. After she was dead, she
it has shown how this can be done. lias been strictly adhered to and the
abodes of beauty, created for men to
And that Is the first step in the solusaid, she did not care.
r suit is beginning to. show 'what a
live in.
tion of the problem.
built to live in really becomes.
city
One of Miese ways is to renovate
Birmingham, for instance, is planIt is beginning to show us how we
the life of the city by opening up the
a suburb of 3,700 acres. Manclies- - ,,.,,. not cvt n becim to mp(,t tno Drob.
school houses and thus lifting it, aa ning
ter has offered prizes for tho best
of the ciy al all l)y gquandering
we have shown, out of the rut onto a
plans for developing a large outlying immPI1BO SUI11S of monov on monu.
DISCHARGES
plane of conscious idealism; the other area and the building of cottages to
llu,ntaI bouvar(1Si publlc fountains
is to renovate the city, ridding it of rent from
RELIEVED IN
$7 to $10 a month.
.,n( impossible statues.
moral nil re and slum conditions and
24 HOURS clothing it in undreamed of municipal The main difference between our it Is instead showing us how we
old ordinary city and the new garden must make over the heart of our ci- loveliness.
Earli
n iu iimi iiji in ...11.
the city of the future is this:
nun 41men ......
bears (Ml DYI
city
uuw, uiuunl
Both these things can he done and
tin:
y
to the unrestrained ract, we nave to begin to work from
is
1ho
former
left
will be done by the people of Anieri-- i
Beware of counterfeit
license of speculators, builders, own the outside ul our cities toward the
ca and done soon for this is the
ALL Dltl'lllllHTSJ
to the constant conflict of public inside of them so as to mako their
next step in the evolution of the hu ers,
and private interests; and the latter cores as brilliant as their rims.
man race.
treats the community aB a unit, with
This model city of America brings
Why?
rights
superior to those of any of its home to us the fact that since the
Because the race can go on further
individual members.
first cave man went from his cavern
VJ until the restrictions of environment
One is a city of unrelated, and, for 'to his hut little progress has really
in which it lives are bettered.
And
that the race will go ahead is as con the most part, uncontrolled private been made in intervening history in
ceded as the movement of tho tides. property rights; tho other is a com- housing the human species nearer tha
We have shown, in a previous ar munity intelligently planned and har- ideal. As to comprehensive science,
ticle, how we can make over the life moniously adjusted, with the empha it has, indeed, hardly existed at all
ot the people by supplying amuse-mon- t sis always on the rights of the com and as an art it lias been confined al
to the individual unit
the occupation of their leisure munity rather than on the rights of most entirely
the single dwelling house.
hours. For the evil paBtimes of the the individual proporty owner.
Letchworth is one of the garden
The cry of "Hack to the farm" cansaloon, the gambling den ,the cheap
idance halls and the street corner we cities of England which will ruralize not help us; we cannot go back to the
make over the city it is attached farm, but we can bring the farm back
v. lean, by opening up school houses and
IK Cril.
I.... to eventually, thus changing the en to us. The parts of the farm we want,
im QMt iiWUlO
mil
l.r..,a n Ui.,
uuvilll nun
..u.iu
llllvlfl
substitute the wholesome pastimes of tire 'public life. Letch wtorth is 31 its beauty, its greenness, Its health- the gymnasium, game rooms, lecture
halls, library, moving picture auditorium and regulated dance hall.
And in this article we will show how
we can and must make over the
surroundings of the people for these
influence them almost as much as
their activities. This must bo done
by making ever their cities, actually

t

;

e

NIGHT, SATURDAY APRIL 26TH, MARKS THE
CLOSE OF THE FIRST HALF OF THE "SECOND PERIOD "
AND THE FIRST THREE WEEKS OF THE NEW MEXICAN'S
GREAT $5,000 PRIZE CONTEST, AFTER WHICH THERE REMAINS ONE MORE WEEK OF "SECOND PERIOD" VOTES,
AND FOUR MORE WEEKS OF THE CONTEST. THE TIME IS
INDEED SHORT, AND CANDIDATES WHO ARE COMPETING
IN THIS RACE SHOULD MAKE THE MOST OF EVERY DAY.
There is that princely sum,

1

flfld

IN GOLD COIN

Sound-Minde-

d

URINARY

"
Second Period VoteS chedule
OW

Municipal Expert Howe Tells How Our Suburbs
ied and
Filth They Surround if a Sound-BoAchieved.

j

ONLY ONE MORE WEEK OF THE

TO-MORR-

OUR CITY SHOULD BE ONE GREAT GARDEN.
NOT A FESTERING PLAGUE SPOT.

.P.

1

I
I

CI

I
I

This is a view of the tea garden and
casino in "social square'1 at Forest
first
(!) Hills, Long Island, America's
mcdel city.
;:

M

THE GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

To be awarded the candidates securing the greatest number of votes in the entire contest, regardless as to where he or she resides in
the State of New Mexico.

jffl
!l;J

;j

There are those elegant $450 STORY & CLARK PIANOS, First Prizes for Each $
D
of the Four Districts.
PURCHASED OF LEARNARD-LINDEMACO., ALBUQUERQUE.
To be awarded the candidates having the greatest number of votes in each of the four districts, after the grand capital
awarded.

prize has been

&j
IJj
h4

.

fulness all, with none of its drawbacks. And to do it we must plan our
W e must
cities over by schedule.
i
$1
know what to do with them first and
then do it.
PURCHASED OF NEAL & KIRKPATRICK, AGENTS FOR THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE CO. , SANTA FE, N. M.
M making them over, and nothing short miles from London, Its entire area
To be awarded the candidates having the second highest number of votes in each of the four districts.
And the way to find out what to
of that. Of course, it will be done! was planned by expert architects and do is to investigate the world's model
gradually as all big undertakings are, land artists before a spade touched towns and then remake our cities to
but it will be done. The start can the 3,800 acres of land it contains.
match them. AVe do not scorn patcome none too soon,
All of this has carefully been nald terns for our humblest kitchen garThe belated transit facilities made .., jn ,lccordaliCe with the prepared dens; then why should we for our
PURCHASED OF AND ON EXHIBITION AT H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SANTA FE, N. M.
the city what it is. The 'bus, horse car, p).ins As a consequence, the town greatest cities?
To be awarded the candidates having the third highest number of votes in each of the four districts.
electric trolley ana suDiirnan iram :,ookg ike a dream town not a night- We should divide each of our cities
failed to keep pace with urban growth mare city of smoke, soot, slums and into sections and then, with reference
The city grew in the only direction dreadful noises. The railway station to the whole, plat a plan for the reIt openB into a great flower-dotteopen to it toward the heavens.
plaza creation of these sections.
assumed a perpendicular instead of jxhis leads into a broad roadway, with
There should be no overcrowding ot
a horizontal form. Inadequate transit 1(h ,
souare and city hall in the houses. Many houses should be raisTo be awarded the candidates having the fourth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.
intensified high land values, and the 'distance- shops, hotels, churches and ed to
give needed breathing space for
high land values crowded homes into clubs are located near the city center tho occupants of those left standing.
was
born.
elum
and
the
little space
streets planned for the purpose
Breathing spots parking places
t
'
I. C.
The city would have been a very
from th3 town snnave broad
should be interjected everywhere and
s
thing had transportation
radiate) each with a vista of the near each of these plazas should be
mitted it. It would have spread over
D
i)UnjinEB.
public social halls where gatherings
PURCHASED THROUGH D. MACCURDY, AGENT, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
a wide area, with garden spots about
are segregated In ona and exhibits can he held.
All
factor'es
breathand
with
To be awarded the candidates having the fifth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.
and
home
parks
every
section close to the railway tracks.
Roadways should be made over into
ing places tucked in everywhere.
They are distant, from the residential things of beauty; railroad and street
Transit has just begun to catch up area and are shut off from the rest of car tracks sunk into tunnels and facwith the city. It Is beginning to open the town by the contour of the ground. tories segregated away from the livIn consequence the They are built away from the direc- ing places.
up the country.
is already starting its transforma- tion of prevailing
This would leave our cities just as
so that dint
city
PURCHASED OF H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SANTA FE, N. M.
tionunconscious as yet, but so do- and smoke will be carried away from our surburbs and garden cities now
aft
To be awarded the candidates having the sixth highest number of votes in each of the four districts.
ing. In this country the suburban the city, while gas and electricity are stand airy places to house happiness
communities which encircle It are be furnished at such a low cost as to al-- in, not as they are today shameful.
WINNERS ; THEREFORE, THERE WILL BE NO LOSERS IN THIS RACE.
TO JILL
the city, in
AND A COMMISSION
ginning to
dispense with coal as fuel. It is dreary plague spots where misery fescontribu-tlthe
land
improving
real spotiess town in exis-t;o- ters the lives of nearly all those forced
fi.8t
to the hous- - .
to the city problem
to live wiiin their gates.
Isn't it a task , worth doing this
f&, I'ng Hnl environing of Ihe worklngman,
The roadwayg 0f Lotchworth (there
well-toL
VOTING SCHEDULE
VI the clerk and the modorately
task of turning our commercial scrap
who
haven't ined and of the greatest variety. Open heaps into gardens of paradise where
do classes the folks
and subscription price of
Tbese life will be worth living?
enough money to escape their sur.al
v Ag Rrept Qne at
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW MEXICAN RE- AVhat do you think about building
roundings oy trips to watering places, d() not shQW themBelvPS a8 artificial
country estates, etc.
nadir- this city over? Here's how to begin.
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO (WEEKbut as
Do you think that this
The discovery of the Buburb and a piaCes of rest, recreation and p'ay
city of ours
LY), ARE AS FOLLOWS:
the garden city has come none too r j,e resHence streets are nanow ought to be made over again
a spot as beautiful as a
scon, for the city has transit facilities ,They are not designed for ( raffle; Hi''V
A place as clean and
which are giving birth to the garden lPtr planned rather for iuiei, retired dream town?
SECOND PERIOD.
cities. Thi3, the garden city, is Eng-ji-j
jng. There is a go'f course of 09 healthful as the country, but with all
From April 21st to May 3rd inclusive the following votes will be
land's great gun to Rap the vita.uty of .ares and a half doze.i creetss, suite's the advantages of the city? A place
issued on subscriptions:
In Great Britain, old t e of the village greens o" old There to live in as well as to conduct bus
both countries.
er than our own America, four people are tennis courts, or' licet fields and iness it?
NEW MEXICAN,
Well, then you public spirited cit
out of every five live under urban ct nmodious sites for school houses
Votes
Price
1
conditions, and statesmen and reform- and recreation fields. There is an open izensclub together into a "City BeauOld or
and
subscribe
ers have stood aghast at the decay in air swimming pool, while orchestras, tiful Commission"
Mail Carrier New
the physical and moral fibre of the na- choral societies and dramatic and de- enough money to bring an expert here
3 Months
1.25
$ 1.50
3,000
$
or
Mrs.
Mr.
(For Miss,
con- tell what ought to be done to this
6 Months
3.00
2.50
tion, due to the disease-breedin8,000
bating societies have been formed.
1 Year
ditions of the tenements and slums.
6.00
5.00
20,000
Surrounding the town are 2000 acres city to make it over: to tell how this
Address
2 Years
12 00
London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Sheffield, 0f and owned by the corporation to should be done and how much it will
10,00
50,000
5 Years
all large cities of Great Britain, have jj,e rented for truck gardens, poultry cost the city fathers to do it.
30.00 150,000
25.00
The People's institute 50 Madison
vainly struggled with the housing and fruit farms and- agricultural pur
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
built
have
municipal
as
builders Bay, is avenue, New York of which the great
the
They
This,
problem.
poses.
dwellings, have tried to control pri- a lung around the town." It will municipal authority, Frederic C. Howe,
This coupon, when neatly clipped out. name and address
Votes
Price
vate tenements, but the inrush of peo- serve to keep down the cost of living; is director, will put you in touch with
filled in, and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
Old or
ple swamped their most ambitious ef- it will offer small farms to those who such an expert. This organization,
Mail
New ,
The New Mexican, 5anta Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes.
forts.
desire them. This is far the only formed purely for public service, has
Year
2,500
$ 1.00
The garden city, from which our conscious attempt to
rural scores of such men at its call. If you
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.
2 Years
2.00
7,500
want to get one of them to tell what
American suburban cities are largely life and agriculture with the city.
5 Years
5.00
20,000
cot i wrong with this city and how it
In Letchworth workingmen's
modeled, first made its, until now, unheralded appearance about eight years tages, wonderfully artistic, rent at should be remedied communicate with
I'J jago. It marks no less than the begin-$- $.64 to $10 a month. Each cottage Director Howe and have him engage
AND MOST LIBERAL
CONTEST EVER INAUGU
nfng of a change in the industrial, so-- J has a garden and is supplied with first the right expert to moot with the
IN THE STATE OF
RATED BY ANY
MEXICO. .
New
clal and domestic relations of society. class plumbing and other modern con "City Beautiful Commission."
wide-awk- e,
M It means the cities of the world are veniences.
Let's do it now! All together!
of
men
to be rebuilt, that civilization is to
of
And here in America we have our
of
'til! change its form, that the city of the first model town already begun. It It will not pay you to watte your
of
future will he a far different thing is Forest Hills, a Long Tsland suburb, time writing out your legal form
from wnat it is touay. it win occupy which some day will ruralize New when you can get tbem already print
s
111! - .
- -- ..1.1. t .1
s
ed at the New Mexican Printing
a very. wiutj
uiku it.
it win ue ueuiuiYork, the grim stone and iron
that imprisons four million souls
ful, healthy and comfortable.

There are those splendid $200 INDIAN MOTORCYCLES, Second Prizes for Each
of the Four Districts.

--

j
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There are those beautiful $150 SOLITAIRE DIAMOND RINGS, Third Prizes for
Each of the Four Districts.

There are those delightful VACATION TRIPS Tu THE PACIFIC COAST, Fourth
Prizes for Each of the Four Districts.

d

-

There are those valuable SCHOLARSHIPS IN THE
of the four Districts.

There

are

those attractive $25 GOLD WATCHES;
of the Four Districts.

S. Fifth Prizes for Each

dif-0l-

road-fere-

per-way-

Sixth Prizes for Each

1

NOIU-PRI-

e

n

VOTE COUPON

.

-

after-though-

The Santa Fe New Mexican's

j

$5,000.00 Prize Contest

1

00 VOTES

1

This is positively the GREATEST
PRIZE
NEWSPAPER
NEW
The Santa Fe
Mexican presents an opportunity
a lifetime to the
and
women
this State to secure prizes worth hundreds dollars energetic
for a few weeks'
work. Get in the race and get your share the valuable prizes
ottered. It costs nothing to try.
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FAGE FOUR

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

posrnw
POLO, SPORT
TIONAL

11

.

OF

WEALTHY,

EVENT

OF

r
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THIS SUMMER.
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NEWS

Kmp'p Gun and Armament Works
here, has been aroused by the pub
licity given to the recent disclosures in
connection with the bribery of officials
of the German war office by a representative of the Krupp firm in order
to obtain information
as, to pending
military contracts.
In a conversation
with a reporter
ot the Rhenish Westphalian Gazette,
a Krupp organ, Ilerr Hughenbergef
said the scale of the alleged bribes
given to war office employes and military underlings in Berlin amounted to
"several one dollar, two dollar and
five dollar bills, and in one of two
ciiscs a $23 bill at Christmas."
he said,
"The firm of Krupp,"
"would not fail to punish properly the
culprit or culprits."

BE INTERNA-

TO

FRIDAY APRIL 25, 1913.

Gallia,
smith.
St.
rain.
At

MOSES HALLETT, NOTED
JURIST, DIES IN COLORADO.
Denver, April 23. Moses Hallett,
former chief justice of the territorial
supreme court of Colorado, and United
States district judge for the Colorado
district, died here today at the age
of 78. General senility is given as the
cause of death. Judge Hallett transacted business as usual yesterday, and
seemed in good health except for the
feebleness due to his advanced age.

FIRST WOMAN JUDGE

WHAT CALIFORNIA'S

TO ENDURE WHILE ON THE BENCH.
Johnson and Ain

r.oehling,

game, postponed;

Louis-Chicag- o

Detroit-Cleve- land

3
0

Detroit

7

2

5

1

The Modern Garage

Wanding and Land; Mullln and Me
Kee.

Phones Main

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
At

Pittsburg-Pittsb- urg

6 10
3
Chicago ... :
Richie and Archer; Robinson,
and Simon.

4

Hen-dri-

.....

Motorcycles

York-Philad- elphia

3

0
0

0

3
9
New York
Alexander and Killifer, Dooiu;
C'randall and Myers, Wilson.
.700 (Game called end of eleventh,

.
.
.

.

.700
.700
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
.571
.444
At Indianapolis
1
7 2
.364 Minneapolis
1 5 1
,222 Indianapolis
Olmsted and Smith; Merz and Cot-ite.222

.

Philadelphia

4
4
2
2

Brooklyn
St. Louis
Boston
Cincinnati

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Won. Lost.
Club.
2
7
Philadelphia
2
8
Washington
4
9
Cleveland
7
7
Chicago
8
6
St. Louis
8
5
Detroit
7
4
Boston
8
2
New York

LEAGUE.
Won. Lost. Pet.

WESTERN
Club.

A tense moment.

The ball loose and

Polo is a rich "man's game, but this
doesn't prevent the rest of us being
a bit interested when we know that
Hurlingham is to play Meadowbrook
for the world's championship this summer Hurlingham being a British team
end Meadowbrook our own best little
polo team, the championship is International.
The first thing required of a polo
player is that he have scads of money,
because it requires a shameful sum
to keep a "string" of ponies, and every
A
player must have his "string."
poloist witn only one or two ponies
would not be eligible.
Next, he must be socially qualified,
but, of course, if he has the money, ha.
i seligible, because money, keeps so
ciety boiling just as it makes the social evil hard to eradicate.
A crack polo player must be abso

player ridden off the field.
lute master of his horse. To be a
He
good horseman is not sufficient.
because
must be a
no man who gives the slightest
thought to his seat in the heat of the
game is of any value to his team.
super-horsema-

Polo is rough enough to make the

players mighty poor accident risks.
A broken leg or arm is something to
expect. Society likes polo and turns
out en masse (big league for in a
bunch) at the important matches, possibly for the same reason that Rome
l
flocked to the arena to witness
contests or, maybe, it is to
glad-itoria-

i

.778
.759
.692
.500
.429
.385
.364
.200

Omaha
Lincoln
Denver
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

.800
.800
.800
.500
.400
.400
.333
.000

4
4
4
3
2
2

...2
0

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
Brooklyn at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Cleveland at Detroit.
New York at Philadelphia.
Boston at Washington.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Milwaukee at Columbus.
Kansas City at Louisville.
St. Paul at Toledo.
Minneapolis at Indianapolis.

heard the Williams' Jubilee
Singers a number of times at Chautauqua during the past seven years
in commending
and take pleasure
their work. They give excellent satisfaction and are people of good character and standing. W. J. Bryan,
Secretary of State.
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Bicycles-Repairi-

&

ng

Supplies

PASH BROTHERS,
127 San Francisco St., Santa Ft, N. M.
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ELKS' THEATRE

j

Saturday, April 26th.

i

Return of Last Year's

j

Favorites,

"Judge" Clara Jess.

I

hung-ers-o-

forget-me-not-

THE

(

FAMOUS!

!

Williams

j

I

Jubilee

f

I

Singers
An Entire New Pro- -

I

;r

I

gram This Year

I

DON'T MISS THIS TREAT I

I

Prices 50c,75c&$

e

1.00 I

: Seats

on Sale at Fischer's Diug Store,
:
Thursday, April 24th,
HlllllllliailllllllllllllllllllliHMIIIIMIiitlllllllllllMIHI

ELKS' THEATRE

e

'

1

feoL

Pope

MOTOE-CYCLEE- T

$25,-C0-

I

h. p. chain drive
$2SO.OO
M5h. p. chain drive
$atf.00
2OO.00
K Bit' 4 h. p beltdrive....
H Uzht weight, belt drive $185.00

L

Magneto Equipped.

;

JJBr4

MYBOTTONSp

Him

.tftJSSizSFORTlN"

ONE NIGHT ONLY
EIK'S LODGE

Auspices

SymphonyClllb

z

COBB.

After
Mich., April
Detroit,
conference uth President Navin this
afternoon, Tyrus Cobb, center fielder
ot the Detroit American league base-tal- l
club, attached his name to a 1913
contract. The terms were not given
out. ' Application to the National commission for Cobb's reinstatement was
immediately made.
"TY" COBB IS READY.
The conference between President
Navin.,nd Cobb lasted about two
Hours. Both emerged from the conference room smiling and when they were
asked for the contract terms they
smiled broadly but refused to give out
ty Information.
a

and

LADY QUARTETTE

Assissted

By The

Famous Entertainer

Miss Blanche Fox
And The American

Violin Virtuoso

Thomas Valentine Purcell
A

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT

of the greastest excellence, enjoyable alike to the musician and masses.

Prices 50, 75, $1.00,

Don't Mit s This Treat!
See Our

Programme;

Seat Sale At Fischer Drugstore Moo.
April 2ist.
;

.

ESSAHAY

IKS'

Overhead Valve Motors
Model
Model
Model
Model

She fought a lone fight, a game Saturday I saw him sitting on a fence
I knew he had the warrant in
fight, but she finally gave it up
cause her own sex wouldn't help her
his pocket.
saloon element must be bitter toward
"So I had him
for contempt of
couldn't get justice court. I told him up
her, she says
he could pay a fine
with jurors.
of $50 or go to jail for one day. He
Daly City, Calif., April 23. Miss wouldn't pay, so I
thought, maybe he
Clara A. Jess, the first woman ever ap didn't have
$50, and told him he could
Califto
in
pointed
judicial position
go for $2o. He wouldn t pay that,
ornia, has resigned after a year in of- either, so I sent him to jail."
fice.
Soon afterwards Pankewlcz
filed
Miss Jess is uncertain whether wom- suit
against Miss Jess and Sheriff J.
en are fundamentally unfitted for the
H. Mansfield, asking $25,000 for false
duties of judge, but she is very cerThe court recently
imprisonment.
tain that "under present conditions" sustained
Mansfield's demurrer to the
most of them are not. It seems to
and Pankewlcz appealed to
be the "conditions" which
caused complaint
the supreme court, which has not yet
most of the trouble. Miss Jess found rendered
a decision. Miss Jess' case
ramification of politics, petty intrigue, if still
in the San Mateo coun
pending
conspiracies to defeat justice, and ty court.
clashes of self interest", which she
This is only one of a number of
had never suspected before.
' I didn't know
what I was getting cases in which Miss Jess believes she
was thwarted in the administration of
into," she said.
Saloons and saloonkeepers,
justice.
Miss Jess sent only one man to jail,
thinks, put many tacks In the juand he was sentenced for only one she
dicial path.
day, hue he was the town marshal, and
"When I took that office," she said,
he brought suit against her for
"I wasn't particularly opposed to sa
for false imprisonment.
This was
loons, if they were properly regulated
the direct cause of her resignation.
nut
let me get a cnance at mem
The court room where Miss Jess now!jusi
"'.
administered justice is a barn-lik"They used to get
composed
structure with chinks in the walls, a entirely of saloon menjuries
or their
pine bench, an encrusted ink stand
I had a clear case against a
and a half dozen crippled pens that man accused of an offense against a
splutter all over the paper. Her home, woman. They got a' jury made up of
w here she told of her
experience, is in saloon men, and friends of the. iuan
immaculate little cottage, with gravel accused, and they
a verdict
brought In ......
walks, and prim little beds of candy nr
irniUIn' T1...a
tuft and
There was a
it, too. Why, they can't even
wood fire inside, a white, woolly dog spell."
Miss Jess' general ideas of women's
lay on tne rug, and Miss Jess was
busy adjudicating the problem of fitness for the ermine are not yet
whether it should be steak or pork clearly formulated, he wants time to
chops for diner, her mother appearing think it over. She is clear on one
as advocate for the steak
thing the women did not give her
There was none of the proverbial proper support.
feminine discursiveness in Miss Jess'
"I think the women liked me indiclear statement of the causes of her
vidually," she said, "but they didn't
wait
but
resignation;
If
give me any organized support.
"I'd giv.n lots of warrants to
had been behind me it would have
they
wlien he 'wanted theml "fo been
different. They hardly ever
when 1 wanted him to serve this one, came to
the court room. Two or
I thought he ought to do it even if
three of them came once and heard
"
I had to send him to Jail, so I
something shocking, and they declared
Then it was necessary to go back they'd never go to such a place again."
z
to the beginning.
Joseph F. Panke-wic"Are women temperamentally or in
was town marshal of Daly City.
tellectually unfitted for such a posiIt was he who urged Miss Jess to ac- tion?"
Miss Jess was asked.
cept the appointment as recorder, and
she replied thoughtfully, "not
"No,"
were
at
Trouble
first.
friendly
they
it they had the support which men
began when Pankewicz wanted war- would
get. It's doubtful whether they
rants against persons in cases where
Miss Jess thought their issuance was could stand the nervous strain. There's
rot justified and when he hesitated nothing in their impulses or emotions
about serving them against others tr prevent them giving just as good
whom she thought should be prose decisions as men.
"I'm not so sure as I was about
cuted.
Miss Jess issued a warrant against women voting, and all that. SomeLouis Rheinlander, the village baker, times I think that the I. TV. W.'b have
in which he was charged with having the right idea that the ballot doesn't
obtained $100 by false pretenses. Pan- amount to much anyway."
The last was said rather ruefully,
kewicz and Rheinlander were friends.
"Ho just wouldn't serve it," said as she patted the woolly dog on the
v
Miss Jess. "I kept at him and one head.

"
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recommend Williams'
Jubilee Singers. I am personally acquainted with most of the members
of the company, as the majority of
them are products of our school of
the south. Williams, the manager, is
from one of our Freedman's Aid
Schools. Their singing is most excellent and in representing the music
of the old southern form they ap
proach nearest the old Fisk Jubilee
Singers of a decade ago, than any
3 1 company I have heard.
They are
9 0 worthy of the confidence of our peo
Plank ple everywhere. M. C. B. Mason, Secretary Freedman's Aid Society, Cin
cinnati, Ohio.
These talented singers who have
11 0 won such popularity the world over,
will be in Santa Fe, Saturday night,
April 26.
I cheerfully

fAEV

TY

the market,

(3) take your children to city
schools,
(4) take your wife for an evening ride,
(5) and SAVE MONEY.
Let us show you HOW and
WHY.
Come In or write for details.

I have

VIEWED WITH ALARM!!

r

J

PLEASANT WORDS
FOR THE WILLIAMS
JUBILEE SINGERS

show new clothes.
But, anyhow, England will make a
di termined effort to., recalpture, the
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
championship trophy that the MeadowAt Philadelphia-N- ew
brook team brought home two years
0
York
defended
last
ago and successfully
4
summer.
Philadelphia
Ford, Fisher and Williams;
and Lapp.
SAYS IT'S A TEMPEST
BOXING BOUT
IN A TEA POT.
At Washington- FOR SANTA FE Essen, Germany, April 25. The In- Boston
4
of
Herr Hughenberger, Washington . ...
dignation
The new and hustling members of chairman of the board of directors of
O'Bhien, Hall
the entertainment committee of the
local lodge of Elks has just completed
arrangements with Promoter Mark
Levy of Albuquerque, whereby that
will: known sportsman will bring to
Santa Fe a troupe of well known boxMAP'0Fi)S SHOVlrtG "WET" ANDTjRY" 5ITUATI0N ;
ers who will engage in four separate
WILL SEEK FEDERAL ABOLITION Of SMMN IN VATIOM
boufs, on next Wednesday evening,
April 30, at the Elks opera house. The
main bout will be of ten rounds, and
two of the very best known boxers in
New Mexico will oppose eacn other
in this bout; the other three, bouts
will be of 6 rounds each, and Mr. Levy
has guaranteed the local committee
I
I
ISVT
Uf . r-- - V.N. .
that every man put on will meet with
fisof
all
lovers
of
the
the approval
tic game.. One bout of special interest
will be that in which our local boy,
1
Mike Baca, will be opposed by the Star
'.
black .aio.cateT V- '
of Levy's school of boxing at AlbuVrr aad white .
querque; and as our own Mike has the
I
reputation of knowing the finer points
ot the game and carries a wollop that
at any time may "bring home the bacon" a lively evening is on the boards.
DURN
The show will, of course, be under the
HARD FER
IT
enterauspicies of the Elks and the
tainment committee is leaving nothing
GENT
undone to make their first Show a
success not only from a boxing standpoint, but financially as well. So, see
a member of the committee and buy
your tickets early. Prices will be $1,
$1,50 ftnd $2 for ringside seats.

.djjjf

jj

(Called end 6th, rain.)
At Toledo-- Pet
4 11 0
St. Paul
5 11 1
Toledo
Reiger, Gardner, Vandyke and Killifer; George, Gregg and Krueger.
At Columbus
2 3 2
Milwaukee
4 7 2
Columbus . ,
Slapnicks, Braun and Hughes;
and Smith.
At Louisville
3 8 3
Kansas City
5 8 1
Louisville
Rhodes, Covington and O'Connor;
Woodburn and Clemons.

1

You can ride from seven to
ten miles on a motorcycle for
one cent. The time you spend
hitching up your horse is worth
more tnan that.
The motorcycle costs nothing
when not in use. A horse costs
something all the time.
With a motorcycle YOU CAN
(1) make frequent trips to town,
(2) keep in closer touch with

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Club.
Chicago . .
New York

&63W

4

5

At Boston
7 11 1
Brooklyn
1 6 2
Boston
Stack and Miller; Tyler and Brown
At New

BASEBALL.
Pittsburgh

34

CARS STORED AND KEPT CLEAN
835 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
BROWN & PARSONS. I

To-Nig-

" Broncho

Bill and

PATHE

ht
BIOGRAPH

I

the Squatter's

' Weekly

No. 8

"Look Not

"Queer

"--

Upon

SEE

DRAMA

Daughter

the Wine"

Elopement"- -

ELKS'-;-THEflTB-

)

DOUBLE

j

COMEDY

Prices, 0 a,xi3. 15 Cents,
1

I

MUTT AND JEFF

E

'wz

:
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.
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KEEP SANTA FE

PERSONALS

OLDEST CITY

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request Its readers to

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking Business

BEAUTIFUL

send In by mail (a postcard will do)

Your Patronage Solicited

j

MILLINERY
THE LOWEST.

OF

CHARLES

MRS.

liU.

UUUUiJ

UHY

Ladies' Collars

MOST REMARKABLE
BARGAINS IN

Our Prices Are Muchj

Lace or Kmbroidered, in Nearly All Models for High or Low
Neck. Large Assortment to Select From.

MRS. W. LINDIiARDTj

Will M, Tipton, a InislneKs man of
125 Palace Ave
Los Angles, is at the lie Vargas.
OF
WIFE
W.
FAIRBANKS,
V.
returned!
has
Cashier
Lee
Mrs.
E.
W.
GRIFFIN,
Harry
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
'
1'iom an extended visit with friends in
WHO IS HERE
PRESIDENT,
- President.
Vice
B.
J.
LAMY,
(S HOG TIED
AllHiqueniup and Gallup.
August. Keingardt, the well known
HOBBLE SKIRT
ecntractor and builder, left for Albuon
and
business
last
evening
querque
"aquaiy says m;
"New .Mexico has Bights which Sill' v ill remain there for sometime.
Atlantic City, April !,'.- -- A brisk
de
of
ty a Strang.
those
Europe,"
pass in interest
Mrs. Angus McGillvray and the two wind blowing off the sea waved
.a auto to ;
ciared Mrs. Charles W. Fairbanks. children left today for the MeGillvray plumes in the hats of the women
of
wife of the former
f v no more unn.on .
Kinch, which is located war Kstancia, proinemiders, stimulated the walkers
t of California,
to the
the United States.
v. here
they will spend a couple of end drew an enormous crowd
r ..p bound for Callao, Per"
card walk. It was not cold, just, coin-- .
Mrs. Fairbanks arrived here yester- r.onths.
and the crew Co
crowds of people
jo"' money
K. II. Itaca and wife and M. II. Huca fertable, for the
day afternoon from I'asadena, Califor'
i
ipt. exolaln how he go
nia, where she has been spending part 'have returned from l.as Vegas where strolling up and down the wooden
She is on lu-- way to they attended the funeral services of vay.
of the winter.
4 (South Side)
In Precinct
her home in Indianapolis, Ind.. and Is their sisler, Mrs. Roman l.ouez, which; Quite a commotion was caused at
accompanied by her mother, her son were held last Wednesday afternoon Virginia avenue and the walk, when a
and her niece an attiaciive girl with r.t 2 o'clock.
woman, in a very much hobbled skirt,
eyes which looked
.lack Collins, formerly of Santa Fe Slabbed for Iter hat. lost her balance
See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the jU.rge, vocal brown old
buildings uwand now of Albuquerque is buck vi- and made desperate but unavailing ef-- l
inquiringly at the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
attractions fiits to regain her footing. Men ran
mg their gaze.
siting the ancient city-i- ts
J!rs. Fairbanks showed the liveliesi being so great that he could not re- - to help her to her feet, hut the hobble
interest in everything she saw and main in the Duke City. Mr. Collins again intervened. Finally the woman
asked many questions about the clil'l js the guest of Vere Hoyle and his was lifted from the ground into the air
dwellers. "I regret very much that tli ninny friends here are glad to see and set on her feet again. She
weather is hardly suited to a trip to him.
away after a word of thanks to
M. Tipton, the veteran land l.er rest, tiers.
of
William
interest,
those
surpassing
places
SURETY BONDS.
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
J she said, "for I do not know of any- - oNpert. who makes his headquarters,
W. W 'S ARE PUT
thing in Europe which I would cai'ji,cre and who is connected with the
Phone, 189 J.
ON THE ROCK PILE.
to see as much as these ancient halii-- government land office, arrived in I'm'
Mr. Tipton has been!
the Old Americans city yesterday.
where
itations
Mexico
New
:
:
Santa Fe,
119 San Francisco St.,
l:ed. It is strange, indeed, that these absent from Santa Fe for a number of Colorado Springs, Co o., April
dwellings are not butter known in the months and his friends here are glut! Fourteen members of the industrial
to see him again.
east and middle west."
V orkers of the World, who were arVISIT OLD PALACE.
BBS
A. Alelnturff, or Hutchinson, Kan-- : rested yesterday on their arrival from
Mrs. Fairbanks und her niece, Miss sas, who has been visiting here lie Pueblo, were found guilty o? vagrancy
Fairbanks, visited the Old Palace and past day or so, left last evening for in the police conn today ami ordered
were shown around the rooms of th California.
Mr. Mclnturff was a for - to work out teir sentences on the
Sthool of American Archaeology by mer resident of Santa Fe and used icity rock pile.
A conference of the prisoners fol- Judge John R. MeFie and around tlie 10 be in business with George Kinsel.
Mr. Woodruff. lle has been renewing old acquaint- - lowed and at its conclusion, it was
Mexico
New
Museum
by
CITY
THE
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN
The distinguished visitors spent
ance here and was the guest of Mr. announced that they would not work
"until their fellow workers
were
hours studying paintings, pottery and Mrs. F. E. Nuding".
The court
and rare relics of the "ancient peo- Mrs. Charles W. Fairbanks, wife oi'ifl(,e(i from ,!,e D"lm'r
pie."
of the 1'nit- - tliorewpoii ordered Hie men back to
the former
tne jail to no ted on bread and water
edi-in
ill
old
rooms
the
of
But
the
,,,
Best
the
end
Attention
Slates, spent yesterday and today
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt
wii
to obey the order of the
imti',
hce the "lien llur Room" seemed to
on'
She is
Santa Fe sightseeing.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
interest Mrs. Fairbanks the most, per-- ,.er way fron iasationa) Calif., to her court.
haps because General Lew Wallace; home in Indianapolis, Ind. AccomPHOROUGH
WORK.
was a native of Indiana.
are her
panying Mrs. Fairbanks
Telephone 9 W
104 DON GASPER ST.
The visitors then railed at the mother, Mrs. M. A. Fairbanks and her
Prince residence and were shown niece, Miss Nellie Fairbanks, both res- How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Freedom From Kidney Troubles.
many curios by former Governor idents of Springfield, Ohio, her son, R.
Prince in the absence of Mrs. Prince M. Fairbanks and T. Norton, who reIf you suffer from backache
who is in the east.
side in Indianapolis. They are all regFrom urinary disorders
Mrs. Fairbanks was much interest- istered at the Montezuma.
curable disease of the kidneys,
Any
ed in the paintings on leather as well
Governor Win. C. McDonald returnUse a tested kidney remedy.
lis in some fine souvenirs of the old ed from the southern
part of the
Doan's Kidney Pills have been testconquistadores.
state, last evening, having gone on
l ne cathedral was men visited and Oown ,0 E) Pas0i TexaS alul st0pped ed by thousands.
Santa Fe people con testify.
finally the Old Chapel of San Miguel. on his way back at his old home at
Can you ask more convincing proof
vhere Brother David, the custodian, Carrizozo, and visited the ranch. The
much time in showing the visi-- ! governor is looking very well and has of merit?
spent
of
some
the
We
have
COMFORT.
IS A GREAT
Pasquale Yanni, shoemaker, College
tors everything of interest including gained ten pounds in weight. He
kugs to
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-Mad- e
the old bell which Mrs. Fairbanks and went with the state engineer over St Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902
I
in praise
attract the eye and meet the purse.
j.Miss Fairbanks rang at his request,
most of the new road that is being ot gave a public testimonial
to the effect
Pi!ls
Doan's
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
Kidney
ARCHITECTURE PLEASES.
a
continubuilt by the Btate, which is
that they had cured me of pain in my
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is dis-to
On her way back to the hotel Mrs. ance of the highway from here to Al
We
caused by disordered
ask
windows.
show
our
kidneys,
you
in
played
commented on the Spanish buquerque, and runs down to San back,
Fairbanks
me 10 bm. uown a Bu
""ses
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
"rK
SocorAntonio
via
and
San
Marcial,
of
Fe's
of
Santa
architecture
many
deal and this weakened my kidneys,
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
'old houses and said: "I think it is a ro.
While at work I
causing backache.
L.
chief
the
of
clerk
Walter
Kegel,
tremendous mistake to abolish this
suffered
than at any
aiore
intensely
a
state
auditor's
office, had
traveling
style and make your city modern.
other time and I was very anxious to
or
more
yesterday,
pleasant
surprise
not
oldest
Santa
old
Fe
the
Why
keep
find a remedy that would relieve me.
looking city in America and let Amer properly today. Yesterday he was in
of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
CO.
Learning
hurried
with
and
AND
Albuquerque
through
icans know of its subtle charm, thus
box and, to my delight,
a
procured
to
the
on
in
business
home
order
get
drawing countless tourists to your
early evening train, which he accom- they soon fixed me up in good shape.
gates?"
He found the house unusual- During the past seven years I have
The visitors planned to visit Tesu-eu- plished.
and a party in progress. had no need of kidney medicine."
lighted
ly
this morning to see a pueblo with The
For sale by all dealers. Price bO
was an
one,
evening
Indians living in it "undisturbed down but as he had eaten enjoyable
Buffalo,
Co.,
at Lamy cents,
lightly
the centuries' 'to use the expression he was ready for refreshments earlier New York, sole agents for the United
of a Parisian geographer who visited
than they seemed forthcoming. The States.
Santa Fe last fall.
Hememoer tne name Doan's and
party went merrily on until after 12
o'clock, when the electricity was ttke no other.
"VOTES FOR WOMEN."
turned off, candles were lighted, the
Cardiff, Wales, April 25. "Votes for door from that department from
I.
P.," were the words
vomen, R.
whence the odor of good things to eat
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
License Numbers,
painted on a bomb found this morning generally percolates was thrown op5
Next Door to Postoff ice.
by a patrolman on the doorstep of en, and a beautiful
birthday cake,
fuse
in
bank
The
this
city.
Lloyd's
lighted with 36 candles was brought
attached to the bomb was burning in and a bounteous spread was enjoyseizv.hen it was discovered and was
ed by the company. Mr. Kegel was
ed and extinguished by the policeman. completely surprised, it having slip1
1
ped his mind that today was his
'
THE AMERICAN I
.
birthday.
OUR LINE OF
THIS IS ADVICE

mm

AUULI- -

j

or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Com-- ;
Mexican and on their friends.
munication8 sent by mail should bear,
the signature of the writer).
-

IN AMERICA

Very Large Display of

25c to $2.48

Prices from

E

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

SHE

1

By

'
t

liNSliitf.

WITH

Is close in.
Is in a good neighborhood.
Is a home.
Is, best of all, offered at a reasonable

F SANTA FE

price.

contemplate purchase of a home and want to
money's worth'' it will pay you to inquire at once of
If you

JOSEPH

-

O.C.WATSON & CO.

ixT

high-gra-

BARN
THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
A. WILLIAMS,

VV.

-

Carpet

!

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

Phone

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

,

66-6-

" "'

H. S. KAUNE
Where Quality

Governs

5

CO.

the

Price

and Price the Quality

Sm

Its not a new idea, but one
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomenrss of
all foods sold In our store
Is your best kind of Health
Insurance for you. inferior
goods are not sold by us. We
leave that to those who wish
HIGH
to take chances.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
upon which we want our
Please
reputation to rest.
remember this.

TRADE MARK' WATER MARK

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-claonly realized the
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
business-buildin-

100

ss

g

you would specify

efficient,

'NOTHING TO WEAR"
STYXES CHANCE SO
London, April 25. "I have come
back without my clothes," said Mrs.
Sam Newhouse, to a friend who saw
her at the Ritz hotel today on her
arrival from a month's stay in America.
Mrs. Newhouse who is exceedingly
popular in London society, was wearing a charming costume and looked
stunning.
"I'm just off to Paris to get some
I luun. a
new ClOineS, sue auutu.
large wardrobe with nie to America
but the styles of things change so
rapidly that I discovered on my return that my gowns were out of

date.

"Then too, I seldom wear a gown
more than once or twice, as I get
tired looking at It. Yes, I know it
is very extravagant but one must
keep up with the times and fashion.
How mnrh do I pay for a gown? Oh,
You
anywhere from $500 to ?1,000.
see, I select what pleases me first
RECEIVED
and ask the price afterwards.
Of
I feel I spend too
"Sometimes
Boss
much money on dress .and wish I
attire and
could don a working-girl'FOODS
go out and do some real, hard work
earning a living.'
Monarch Canned Goods,
Mrs. Newhouse certainly looked as
Richelieu Canned Goods,
her American trip had done
though
HanrSTTand Peeled Califor- her a world
of good. She expects to
nia Canned Fruits.
return to London from Paris in about
ten days' time and remain for the
CHASE & SANBORN'S
season when she plans to do a lot of

JUST
Another car load

.

Patent Flour.

EXTRAFANCYGOODS
IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.

Below you will find articles
you may be sure of getting
at any time at our store :
Anchovies
Anchovies in Oil
Anchovy Paste
Bar le Due Jelly
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported
Tuna Fish In Olive Oil
Tuna Fish, Plain
French Tunny Fish, in Olive Oil
Pate de Fois Gras
C. & B. Parmasan Cheese in
Bottles
Imported Sardells
Dundee Marmalade
Pure Italian Olive Oil
Pure French Oilve Oil
Pure French Olive Oil
Heinz Preserved Fruit in Crock
Heinz Mustard Catsup
Heinz Mandalay Sauce
Ripe Olives,. Large Ones
Dusseldorf Style Mustard

We also have a full line

f

s

PURE

Water-Mr-

(Fac-Simi- le

k)

..

and Giain
HayWholesale
and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aJfTrial
Order and Convince You.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
116 QALISTEO

Phone 214 J

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond IJaper in quality-chara- cter

Tea and Coffee.

t

Just specify COUPON BOND today.
difference.

Let us show you samples.

And see the

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
N. M.
itanta

F.

H. S. KAUNE

&

ar.

CO.

Where Prices
Bst
Safe
For
.
Quality.

ALWAYS GOES.
Washington, D. C, April 25. When
President Wilson learned today that
the Washington team would not play
at home again for another month, he
cleared his engagements early so that
he could attend today's game. The
president has attended all the home
fames thus far but one.

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

S.C. Buff Orpingtons
EGGS FOR HATCHING

MODERN

GROCERY

GO.

PRESBYTERIAN

U

CHURCH

$2.00,3 EGGS

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
ATLANTA, GA.

The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer)

May 14th to June 1st.

EGGS

FRESH

FOR

THE

TABLE.

CHAS. A. WHEELQN,
Phone

204

J.

n

315 Palace Ave.

Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe
Dates of Sale, May 10 to I3t 1913.
EXTENDED

RETURN

LIMIT

tickets with joint
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 extension of final limit may be obtained to reach original starting
point not later than midnight of
June 30th 1913.
By depositing

MAYES

INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

For Further Particulars Cat' On or Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
- - New Mexico

Santa Fe,

REAL ESTATE

Are Your Trees

City Property, Farms

Strong and Healthy?

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Of

All Kinds.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

entertaining.

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
.m

PINE CANDIES

STREET.

aHENRY KRICK&- -

Surety Bonds

--

The De Luxe Business Paper

really productive.

DELICATESSAN GOODS.

310 San Francisco St.

j

Foster-Milbur-

MULLIGAN & RISING,

139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

UNDERTAKING

i

- -

GENERAL LIVERY

e

W

SAX FRANCISCO STREET.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

la"

'

S&sJk

de

?

1

FURNITURE

WARD HAS Yf.

When you can buy PERCOLATORS arid CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterncau "Inferno," oli
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

WAGNER

TATO

N. M.

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?

sev-jer-

AKERS

MANAGER,

'

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

THE

IF I ! 'S REAL ES

A fY

secure "your

bur-lie-

J

A Rug Or A

HAY WARD,

B.

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe,

I

J

AND REST CONTENT.

Is modern.
Is well located.

ADDITION

!
I

IMWARD

Telephone 194 W., Room U
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA

FE

-

NEWMEXICO

Scratch Pads cf all descriptions an
5 all qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cent
uuuuuuuvuu rvruTJUurxuvinVub New Mexican office

"RED APPLE PAINT
will make them so.

April and May are the months fo
painting your fruit trees for pro
tection from all kinds of insects.
Try Rhoads' Patent Tree Paint.
and Guaranteed by

Mad

F. RHOADS,
J. NOVELTY
WORKS,
QALISTEO ST.,
104

Telephone

157

W.

New Mexican Want
Try it.

bring results.

SANTA FE.N.M.

Ads

always
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

VALLEY RANCH,

t

Poatofflee
Second Class Matter mt tn Saate
Entered
The Santa Fe New Mexican.. ......Published. DaMy
EneHsh Weekly
Tha New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
Bl Nnevo Mexlcano

NT

Bl

M.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

Dally,
Dally,

Editor

M.0I

pw year, ky mall
tlx woirtlit, by mall

Weekly,

the teat of a bank'a endurance and strength.
determines Ita adaptability to changing condl- This bank haa successfully withstood all the
country'a financial and commercial dlsaatera for over
forty years. Ita management haa regarded aafety aa of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that atlll
rulea ita policy, but the bank la not living on Its history
but dependa for Ita prosperity upon adaptability to presenrime

Associate Editor

IMI
II.W

par year

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
p!aying, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three roni bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July, Is

RATES

Dally, par aaartaf,
Daily, par qaartta, ay
Weekly, ill aaontli

mil
cirmf

la

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit an J Deposit
on
opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed.
Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic
change
transfera of money made.
It la Important for every business house to establish
bank
with a strong, service-givinbanking relatione
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
t-day

a

Yours?

!

.

Organized in 1870.

Growth
tlona.

...President

ky

Vice-Prer-ide- nt.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

General Manager

SUBSCRIPTION

L. A, HUGHES,

President.

The Now Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stautfer
J. Wight Glddlngs
William P. Brogan

J. PALEN,

R.

lud

Booklet Free on Request

MM

THE VALLEY RANCH,

AS

"All of Today's Newo Today"

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
greater social heights, that they are
far beyond their reach. It is a good
that this kind of thing has been
,less frequent in the. last few years,
jand that recently we have had
cence mat. our Heiresses nave come

THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT

g

BILLY SUNDAY.
tt a rnnli'ynitrtri tl..i( a tniQ inmrtM'ili
notice down in old Pennsy they
after aHj ag high a ype Qf man
are all mixed up and in a controversy hcod as the world
title or no
I

PHONES:

and it is probable that he has saved
the tax payers many thousands
rcady, He i8 the right man for the
place and has thousands of friends
tne people. Carlsbad Current
Harmony Does It.
A town, unlike a city, is no place to
foster jealousies and nourish contentions. All should learn to know that
whatever will conduce to the welfare
ol a town cannot Injure her citizens,
The disposition made manifest by her
citizens point to her downfall on her
rise. The character of the people
make the town, not her structures,
towering houses, domes and monu-iments, and when people lose interest
in the promotion of their town they
reed not hope to thrive. Harmony
among me people or a community is
indicative of its progress. Carrizozo
Outlook.

of

Depoalt
Confer with our officers

In

regard to your banking

business.

J. B. READ,

L

FRANK McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

(4)

FOUR PER CENT

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

shows,
over Hilly Sunday, the evangelist, and title.
while
false
some
he
a
is
declare
alarm,
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 others assert that he is the unadulterOFFICE 286
ated article and a gem of the purest AMONG THE EDITORS.
quality.
AT JOHN
A
In 1 914 he is to enter upon a camQuit Cussin'.
You may miss some fun on tho waler wagon; but there are offsets. You
in Philadelphia and whatever
Quit cussin' the governor. He is hu- paign
a
to
balance
have
rarely have a headache next morning. And you're likller
else happens, the old city is in for a man and makes mistakes.
Probably
in Hie bank.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
man who is do
you had been in his place you would
Wisconsin's industrial commission isn't a white ribbon body. At least big stirring up. Every
Is doing will have made more than he. Portales
that
work
the
Sunday
ing
.lolin
hit
But
Barleyit
has
or
just
it isn't doing any preaching
proselyting.
be open to criticism and will awaken Herald.
corn a powerful smash on the nose by reporting, in a casual sort of way, that
I do not see how any man
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at any drug store for fifty the year thirty-fou- r
cents at the high-- !
o the food, acts gently on the liver Pepsin
cents or one dollar, the latter size be- est and about twenty at the lowest,
and bowels, ridding them of the ac- - ing
bought by heada of families al- - The contract would insure a straight
KILL
cumulation of waste that should long
famUiar wUh ,tB mpHt ResultB
cents. Think the
of thirty-fou- r
a(y
Hgu nuve ueeji pu&Hu un. ll ia Bute, are always guaranteed or money will price
,atter over and go In and tell Mr
and results be refunded.
reliable, pleasant-tasting- ,
Deen or some other member of the
are guaranteed.
When you use Syrup Pepsin you will
it. Portales PLAN OF SENATOR NEWLANDS. WHO LEADS MOVEMENT IN U. S.
In the opinion of such people as see the fallacy of chewing mints and club what you think of
Herald.
SENATE.
Mr. L. J. Quinn, 111" Newport avenue, tablets or of taking cathartics, salts,
Chicago, it is the ideal remedy for In- - pills and similar drastic
medicines,
Note Francis G. New ciosion. Cultivation, as now ordinarly
(Editor's
INJURED IN RUNAWAY.
digestion, no matter how severe, con- - Unlike these, Syrup Pepsin does not
United
States senator from Xe-- ; ptacticed, affords the most favorable
lands,
Monday morning as Mr. and Mrs.
stipation, no matter how chronic, bll- - kse its good effect, and by autonmtic- and
of the committee on! traditions for rapid run-of- f
chairman
iousness, headaches, gas on the stom- - ally training the stomach and bowel K. H. DeVore were leaving the oil well vada,
of the senate, has paratively slight absorption.
commerce
the
to
one
of
side
on
return
their
town,
acn, drowsiness alter eating ana sim- muscles to do their work soon reromnm
l
hoik wx.u u.e mi uumuj u u.e uuso.puou ..
ilar annoyances.
buggy shafts broke loose from the axle
stores these organs to normal.
tor
Pl
harnessing the rivers of moisture in the sod of uncultivated
Mr. Quinn says: "We use Dr. CaldIf no member of your family has and dropped down, which frightened
as far land should be increased, the follow-bwell's Syrup Pepsin as a family rem- ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would the horse and he ran, jerking the bug- - the United States and preventing
uossi,,le' a repetition ol such Hoods illg results would follow: boi loss
for
and
and
tho
member
of
something
zig
sag
sideways
like
make
to
it
every
edy
a personal trial of
family
uii
ic.u-i;j embiuii wuuiu uc eit-c.when one "u "Hve uune euuiuiuuo unnuigu
from the
who is
the before buying it in the regular way of llko Bovpntv.tlvrp
run-offloods,
west
Senator
would bo diminished,
this
middle
spring.
.Mr.
went
to
of
which
six children to Airs. a druggist, send your address a pos- wheel
threw
youngest
smash,
introduced in the senate a would be. checked, failure of crops by
Quinn and myself, use it for stomach tal will do to Dr. W. 13. Caldwell, 417 and Mrs. DeVore out. They both re- - lands has
his committee
drouth would be abolished and navigatrouble, sick headache and to regu- Washington St., Monlicello, 1,11., and ccived some very painful bruises, Mr. resolution instructing
commerce to report a bill tion would be facilitated.
late the bowels."
a free sample bottle will be mailed to DeVore being forced to walk by the aid interstate
to
means by which this can be ac
riP a stiek fnr Kpvprill (lavs.
You can obtain Dr. Caldwell's Syrup you.
Tllp wnn- - nt this session creating a board
flood
situation
and complished are by plowing the sur- the
whole
vestigate
serious-'
der is that they were not both
his plan for Hood preven- - face of the soil in such a way as to
Iy hurt, as the horse proceeded to
bold back as much as possible of the
rnake kindling wood of the remainder t:on.)
rainfall and to cause it to sink into
of the buggy.
G.
Newlands.)
(By Francis
the ground instead of running off.
They are both better now, though
Floods and low water, with their at- Where this is practiced the plowing
Mr. DeVore says his right limb is badly
bruised and is still quite painful.
tending loss of life and property, cav- irf done in narrow "lands," so that
GOT AWAY.
SHOT FROM AMBUSH.
furrows and
Lakewood Progress.
ing in river banks and shifting chan- there are alternate
Leandro Muniz, a son of Don Jesus
George Cooper, for whom there has
nels, soil erosion, sandbars and other ridges. If the field is sloping or hilly,
been warrants issued for his arrest Muniz, was shot from ambush Monday
impediments to navigation are all due the plow follows the contour of the
on a charge of some nature concerning afternoon about 2 o'clock, while herd- MISSOURI SOCIETY
level land. Thus the water is collect-e- l
the selling of some cattle brought ing his father's sheep, out five or six INVITES GOV. PRINCE
in level furrows and between them
across the line some time recently, miles from Montoya, on Mesa Rica. It
the ridges stand guard. This method
TO DELIVER ADDRESS
was brought here the first of the week seems, from information available,
ot plowing offers no obstacles to the
and was being held here under guard, the would-bassassin had secreted
planting and cultivation of crops.
but he managed to escape from the himself behind some boulders and took
Hon. L. Bradford Prince this mornLong experiment lias demonstrated its
guard and boarding a freight train three shots nt Leandro, one shot tak- ing received a telegraphic request
effectiveness in increasing absorption
made his escape. Columbus Courier. ing effect in the victim's right arm. from the Missouri Historical society
and preventing run off.
The ball penetrated the arm just above to deliver an address at the opening
The cost of the works necessary for
BIG LAND DEAL.
the elbow, breaking the bone and rang-i- i of the new home of the society in the
(these plans would be large. It would
O. L. Bergen of San Diego, Calif.,
Memorial
be easy to startle people, by the prebuilding, just
g upward, lodging near the arm pit. Jefferson
was here this week to meet Captain Dr. Jackson dressed the wound and erected on the exposition grounds by
sentation of large figures, into the beJack Potter, one of Kenton's most ex tracted the bullet.
are impracthe world's fair commission.
lief that such proposals
Mr. Bergen has
prominent citizens.
Governor Prince has for years been
ticable. The nation is spending more
The cause of the shooting is unan option on 2,500 acres of fine alfalfa known. The Munizes are
an honorary member of the Missouri
than a billion dollars annually upon
land belonging to Jack. He has pur- citizens and have no known enemies society and this invitation is also inits running expenses.
Nobody proS00
Rros.
from
acres
chased
Thompson
The only plausible deductions made tended as a compliment to the Xew
poses to spend as much as that upon
and 640 acres of Mrs. Ella White and of the shooting are: Cowmen, sheep- Mexico Historical
whose
these forms of conservation in any
society,
has let a contract for a concrete dam men, grass. 'Xuff said. Montoya Re- great work in
one year, or two or five, but if the inantiquities
preserving
and headgate with which he expects publican.
the southwest is appreciated all
vestment of half of such a sum within
cl
to improve the land with the object
over the country.
a period or ten years wouiu give us
ot colonizing it. He is a hustling,
I,i avisable rivers, prevent ordinary
TO AUSTRALIA.
MANY FUNCTIONS.
wide awake business man and we feel
of the celebration to be
Poods, mitigate extraordinary ones,
of
Turnbull
the
Speaking
newly
Manager
is
that the Kenton country
fortunate
Prince
soil erosion, increase our timber
Governor
Ex- held in St. Louis,
Growers'
Roswell
Fruit
jslop
in having him settle in their midst.
this
said
G.
has
prevent crop failures and
NEWLANDS.
morning:
supply,
arrangeabout
FRANCIS
completed
This 2,500 acres is only a portion of change
make thousands of new homes for
"Xext week will be a great occasion
the land owned by Jack as he has re- ments for the shipping of 50 carloads
to one cause: The too rapid run-of- f
exrlen and Women, then I am for spend
tained his holding on the north side cl Roswell apples to Australia this in St. Louis. At the end of the
position of 1904 about $300,000 remain- of rain. What is needed in the rivers ing it.
o the Cimarron river and also the fall.
Such are some of the means which
Mr. Turnbull has orders for over ed on hand, and the commissioners is not alternating extremes of high
Jess Tanner ranch on Road Canon.
sta- could
400
be, and I believe ought to be,
carloads already placed and among determined to use it for the erection and low water, but steadiness and
Clayton Citizen.
these are the 50 carloads to go to the ct a fine building to be known as the bility of flow; and what is needed on adopted for the solution of these great
A HOPEFUL
FUTURE.
on the site of the land to prevent, soil erosion and other problems.
While business is quiet in this vicin- far east. All of the contracts are be- Jefferson Memorial,
to
and
this to the destruction by floods is precisely the
condof
under
the
exposition,
present
course,
ing
made,
ity at present, there is a bright out- itions
LEv'EE GIVES WAY.
as their same thing which will make the flow
Missouri
Historical
can
be
that
the
here
society
crop
look for the near future. In the first
of rivers stable; that is to say, the obhome.
to
permanent
proper maturity.
place our peach orchards that dis- brought
We should stop
Melville, La., April 25. The main
Just how the Roswell apples will be "On next Wednesday, April 30, be- struction of run-ofappointed us last year, not in quanto Australia has not yet been ing the anniversary of the signing of the waste of water, of power, of soil jne 0f the Atchafalaya rives east bank
shipped
but
in
prices received, promise
tity
and of destruction by unnec- - levee just north of Krotz Springs, gave
a good crop again this year with every determined. Mr. Turnbull is at pres the Louisiana Purchase treaty, this fertility Hoods
and make water what it way today. This crevasse will flood
jeesary
be
dedicated
Memorial
will
Jefferson
ent
to
on
route
be
used
and
a
working
prospect for remunerative prices. Such
to be, a blessing and a parts of Point Coupee and Iberville
intended
Mas
a
followed
with
be
will
have
such arrangeby
great formality,
a fruit crop as was harvested last
probably
source of profit instead of a curse.
jparishes.
year win pronaDiy not occur again ments completed within the near fu dinner in the evening.
"The next day, May 1, the Missouri
My proposal is simply that a comin years all over the country. As for ture. Roswell Record.
Historical society farmally opens its petent body be organized to study the
this year, the general country promnew building
with elaborate cere- - problems involved and formulate plans
THAT LINE FENCE.
ises to be very short, so if we get the
benefit of all m-- j
In altercation over the fencing up of monies and addresses. That society! for the
crop that sverything at present indicates we will, we certainly will get a road, Ferd Popejoy of Johnson Park and the Xew Mexico Historical so-- U rests affected, and that then ample'
was shot in the hand last Sunday ciety are the oldest and most import-- , funds be provided for carrying out
profitable returns.
west of! those plans in the most substantial
There is going to be more ditch morning by a neighbor named David ant historical organizations
and scientific manner.
building this year that will add much Cottle whom, it is reported, had pre- the Mississippi.
"On Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
First among the means of obstruct-- i
to the general prosperity and particu- viously threatened to resist any atf
is the preservation of our
larly to the Farmington merchants and tempt to use the road that had been the National Peace conference will ing
business men. While all this is going fenced up. Mr. Popejoy was at a dis- hold its annual session in St. Louis, forests where they still exist and the
on, our railroad outlook is not in the tance of three or four hundred yards and this is expected to be the most ri planting of them, so far as possible,
eclipse by any means. Farmington from Cottle when the latter shot at important meeting of that character where they have been destroyed.
him with a
rifle. The bullet ever held in the country."
I.very man who has lived in a wooded
country knows how the dead leaves,
blanches and undergrowth hold the
v.ater in check, causing it to soak into
the soil and forming a spongy blanket
r
the earth from which tbe water
oozes slowly into the rills.
A second means of obstructing run-- ,
Blending olive oils for
off is the proposed construction of
quality and the peculiar
i
dams for the formation of large reser-- l
mellow richness so
wonder
voirs at selected sites on the head-is so high.
much prized is an art
waters of the streams. This simply
1
of French experts.
articular women who are
ir.eans that it is believed enough water:
inherited the seloath to use lard cooking but-They
be impounded to exercise a con- can
f
I
from
on
cret
influence
siderable
many genrestraining
m uicu Kui.es ciiiu mie pastry,
to
same
time
blendHoods and at the
pro
erations, so that
use table butter. With butter
mote navigation by letting out the
is almost a family
ing
stored water to reinforce the flow in
affair.
the
for
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About His Meals

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

TO KEEP YOUTH

wmr:m

MASCIC.
Montezuma

at
Hall
Masonic
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, V. M.
CHAS. E. LIN.VEY,

Santa Fo Lodge of Perfection Xo. 1, Hth degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:80 o'clock in the evening in the Xew
Rite
Scottish
Cathedral.
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEEL.ON, Secy.
B. P. O. E.

30-3- 0

Dining Room
n 5pbbind"ihe
to Pay theiKjtchen
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or
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it

at

price you have
it,
pay
that's downright extravagance. Cottolem
is just as good as butter for pastry; for
frying, it is better. And Cottolene costs no
more than lard. Moreover,

ttmes

I

of

drouth.

As the storing of water In this man-ner would create vast water power,
the cost of the works could be re-- !
paid, in part at least, by selling the
power. If reservoirs create flood's
when they break, then they will prevent floods when they hold fast. Let
us build the kind that do not break.
A third means to the same end
the deepening, widening and straightening the river channels, the building
of levees and the laying of revetments
along the banks. These are the methods now and heretofore pursued, and
there is no dispute about their propriety, always provided the work is
done in a comprehensive way.
A fourth means of river regulation
and flood prevention, and perhaps the
most important one, is the prevention
of Boil erosion and the storage of water in the soil itself.
When water falls from the coludsj
upon the ground it either runs off or is
To the extent to which it
absorbed.
is absorbed it moistens the ground and
l
held for a longer or shorter period;
and, according to the extent to which
it runs off, it carries away with it part
of the soil itself, which is called soil
&

I5frt
I

I

,

ill

q

t

s
is richer, and
of a pound of it will
as
as
full
a
far
of
butter or lard.
go
pound
And lard and Cottolene are not to be mentioned in the'same
breath, for Cottolene is a vegetable product, healthful, always safe
and makes digestible, rich,
TRY THIS RECIPE,
but never greasy food.
Fried Oysters ltemember,Cottolenek better
Use large oysters; parboil a moment
to dry out some of the juice to prethan
butter, better than lard
vent spattering during the frying. Lay
them in seasoned bread crumbs, beaten
and
much more economical
in bread
and
then
two-third-

3

egg
again
brown a few at a time
CottoltMi

crumbs,
in deep, amok-ing-h-

ot
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THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
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These experts

know
instinctively when the
blend is right.

Mareys

0

What Have You to Rent?

Room
SUMfVERS,
BIock.
Camp 15, Laughlin
Rooms and houses furnished or unM.
W. A
13514,
meets second Tues- furnished. A select list always on
hand.
day each month, social meeting third Saves You Time and
Fe

Santa

ii

Solitaire,

U

Olive OU
is the work

of some of
the most famous blenders of Southern France,
made especially for us.
Solitaire Olive Oil is as

pure

as

it is good.

will give you
a new appreciation of
olive oil.
"The Best the Grocer

Try it

Ccn

it

Deliver."

ing neighbors

welcome.

Dearer, Colorado

J

W. J. TIMMS,

Consul.

A. G. WHITTIER,
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
ODD

Expert Repairer of Watches
and Clocks.

FELLOWS,
2, 1. O. O. F.

No.

Santa Fe Lodgt With J.
meets regularly

every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
era always welcome.

Engraving.

H. Blain, San Fr.mcisxo

St.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

ATTORNEYS AT lXyV

f

yvyyyry

W
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
V ywv
WWWfV
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of eacb
City Attorney,
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m Capital City Uank Building,
wel
Rooms
Visiting brothers are invited and
come.
Smta Fe, New Mexico.
BENITO ALAR ID, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas, F. Easlcy,
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
F. W. FARMER
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
No.
Homestead
Practice in the Courts sod cefora
2879, Brotherh- Land
Department.
ood of AmeriLand grants and titles examined
can Yoemen.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Kstas-cla- ,
Meets second
N. M.
17-1- 8

i

and fourth

Mon-day-

s

the
at the
of

month

Fireman's Hall.

H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
1 1 i t I
Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knights
of

WtHtHfrtHWWI

tern

M.

Pythias meets
every Monday
evening at 8 o'clock
Odd
in
Fellows

J. McGUINNESS

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Room 12, Second Floor, Capital Cltf
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

It

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry
2 and
Rooms
Pbone Red 6.
Office

Hour;

8tor. .,,
3.

to

8 a. m.

5

p m.

And by Appointment.

Hall.

All

visiting

Knights are most

cordially invited.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
REIXGARDT, K. of R. and S.

C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,

Laughlin Bid?. Calls
prom ply attended day or night.

Rooms

18--

19

HOTTBa
OFFICE
7 to
to

9 to l a. m.,

2

8 p. m

4 p. m

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April

i

9, 1913.

A. T

&

S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE
Effective January

1st, 1913.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning,

arrive Santa Fe 8:35

Notice is hereby given that Hiran
Bennett, of Stanley, N. M., who, on
March 18th, 1307, made Homesteail
Entry 01042 No. 10906, for NE
Section 26, Township 11 N., Range 8
;E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notico
r
'of intention to make
proof,
to establish claim to the land abovo
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, V.
S. Commissioner, at Stanley, N. M., on
May 20, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jerry Bennett, M. L. Robertson, J.
H. Cantwell, J. II. Slane, all of Stanley, N. M
MANUEL R OTERO,
five-vee-

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.

p.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

The Morey Mercantile
Company

Money.

Tuesday at Fire
man's Hall. Visit

m.

o
n

WANTED A young lady desires po
sit ion as teacher. Nine years experience both in grammar and high
school. Will teach during summer. Also would like class in French or private pupils. Best of references furnished. Address S. V. S., this office.

Secretary List it with MRS.

0

0

WANTED By young man with
family, position as clerk, bookkeeper
or stenographer. Experienced. Speaks
fluently. AdEnglish and Spanish
dress "A" this office.

k

ov-e-

mm

butter

Six room house, bath,
FOR KKXT
electric ligiit and range, h2 block from
tupitnl. (j. V. Watujn ic Co.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjuster! and repaired. Np7
uoius us reguiai platens furnished.
Ribbons and suih
session on the sec- plies
sold, exchcange4
Typewriters
fourth and lentcd. Standard makes handled.
and
ond
Wednesday ct each All repair work and typewriters guarmonth.
Viiiting anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exbrothers are invil change, Phone 231 W.
ed and welcome.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Ranches
Exalted Ruler,
Rooms, Houses
C. II. WILSON,

g

Times-Hustle-

Phone 22SJ.

R:inta Fe LodeeXo

e

Blend !t
For Us

Palace live.
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.Modern

Want to sent or trade your property?
Santa Fe Commandery Ask for our free big list. Solthwest
fxftfy
T. Regular Real Estate Exchange, Moriarty, N.
fourth Moa- - M.
sday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
FOR RBXT Rooms for men. Newly
p. m.
furnished.
Hot water heat. Cse of
U.
E.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR
Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Corlibrary.
W. E. UltlFiUN, Recorder.
ner Grant and Johnson. Tel. 270.1.

e

I.

RUNT

Secretary.

AND RUIN

111

FOR

Fe Chapter Xo
M.
Regular
FOR REXT A three or six room
second 'house furnished or unfurnished.
convocation
Ap
Monday of each month ply to D. S. Eowitzlu.
at Masonic Hail at
7:30 p. m.
For l'.y ncreriis, screen doors or job
J. A. MASrflE,
carpenter work, phone 1711 W. Estl-- ;
H. P. mules furnished.
ARTHUR SELICMA.V,
Work guaranteed.

j

"

Secretary.

Santa.
1, Ii.

HOW TO STOP FLOODS
THAT

.

Regular communi- furnished house. 102 Cliapcllo St.
cation first Monday
of each month at
rooms.
FOR Rh'XT Housekeeping

ucsua

'

Ivodgi-No-

1, A F. & A. M

Call "Central" forTraln
Reports.

i.'

Register.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forma
when you can get them already print-o- d
at the New Mexican Printing
Company
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it

Ads

always

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you get them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forma
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com
pany.
Work for tbe New Mexicai.
it Is
working for you, for BaaU Fa and
tbe new state

.:

'

'.
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LOCAL ITEMS.

the summit of Mount McKinley, established a base camp above the
timber line from Mulldrow
glacier
April 13, according to a letter re-

THE STORE

Which lias a Most Complete
IN TELEPHONING
Assortment of
The New Mexican, if your buslnes
ceived from him yesterday.
Is about advertising, subscriptions or
CORRECT
STAMPED
IN.
MILLINERY,
TARGET SEASON.
less
or
for
not
dollars,
Imprisonment
Enough firewood has been hauled
job work, please call up "286." If
General order No. i just issued from tlan thirty nor more than
ninety you wish to
IN
EMBROIDERY
FLOSS
COLto
WHITE
to
AND
the
base
dursupply the camp
speak to the editor or give
and
the adjutant general's olllce relate to days for any failure to arrest
any news, please ohone "31."
ing the party's stay on the mountain.
ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
the target season for the coining ear prosecute uny perpon violating any of
Archdeacon Stuck, who is accompaFOR A LIMITED
which will begin April 20 and end Oc- - the- provisions of this act; provided,
See Bishop & Townsend about lots nied by three men, expects to reach
tober 31. The order is a lengthy one that such violations come within the ir Don
the north eminence of the mountain
Diego Addition.
$.10
Tomatoes,
Banquet
per
and fcomprelieisivtly covers the whole Knowledge of such warden or deputy,
The value of cold Cream lies in Its May 15.
"
1.20
per dozen,"
matter, including the target course, and the conviction thereof shall also purity and skillful compounding.
Try
2.35
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
per case,
;allery practice, long distance prue-- ; operate as a removal of such person Zook's Cold Cream for. all toilet uses
from
oflice.
and
ompany
MORE BODIES
lice dress
eiiuipment,
a regular 2for 25c
ai.d massage purposes.
Banquets are the standard No.
FAILED TO PERFECT APPEAL.
figure of merit, rtgiimntul figure ot
FOR KENT 5 room modern house
selier. Our price 10c per can.
BROUGHT UP FROM
ATTORNEY GENERAL WILL
merit, pistol practice, target material
In the case of Delmacio Degadello, close in with large lot. Phone 123 J.
START PROCEEDINGS
PITTSBURG
MINE
and ranges, target report, insignia, convicted In Bernalillo county of murWill Close The library
Library
VS. FIRE INSURANCE.
from
so
forth.
medals and
Excerpts
der in the first degree, the application building of the Woman's Board of
the order will be given later.
to the supreme court failed to perfect Trade will be closed all of next week
Pittsburg, Pa., April 25. Rescue par Governor of Missouri Rays He Will
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